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SUMMARY
The techniques described enable analogue or digital signals reproduced using one

magnetic tape machine to be transmitted via land line cable and copied using another
machine situated remotely (at least up to 270 metres). Also signals, generated using
transducers for example, may be transmitted from a remote locat ion to a tape recording
machine or other receiving equipment.

A frequency divider in conjunction ~i ’it h standard magnetic tape reproducer hard-
w are prov ides a simple means of the low pass filtering of data recorded in frequency
modulated form. Consideration is given to the production of an intermediate tape with
fi ltered data.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Copying magnetic tapes is sometimes required at the Aeronautical Research Laboratories.
In a laboratory system designed for airborne data acquisition both analogue data and di gita l
data can be recorded on the same airborne analogue tape recorder.

In normal operation frequency modulation (FM) techniques are used for the analogue
recording and pulse code modulation (PCM) techni ques are used for the digital recording.

To guarantee the integrity of the ori ginal magnetic tape, the data reduction is sometimes
performed using a tape copy, particularl y if tape loops or extensive anal yses are required . At present
a reasonably portable tape machine of sufficient reel capacity (at least a 26~7 cm [I0~ in.] reel
but preferabl y a 35~6 cm [14 in.] reel is required ) is not available for copying if the airborne
recorder (an Ampex Model AR200) is committed for fli ght data acquisition work. In the system
of tape copying adopted two large machines (an Ampex Model FR 1 200 and an Ampex Model
FR 1260), which are situated a considerable distance apart and in different buildings , enable the
tape copy to be generated.

In some instances “copy ing ” of analogue FM data using a different carrier to that associated
with the reproduced si gnal is an advantage. Low pass filtering of the recorded data is a require-
ment which sometimes arises. Such filtering is readil y accomplished (using mainl y standard
hardware) by dividing the frequency of the modulated si gnal (using a separate item of hardware
developed for this purpose) and re-recording at a lower tape speed.

Time scale expansion in excess of that possible when the recorded FM signal is reproduced
at the lowest available tape speed is a further requirement which sometimes arises (particularly
when the data are to be converted to di gital form and processed using a di gital computer).
Re-recording of the data using a higher carrier frequency (and a higher tape speed) than that
associated with the reproduced signal allows the required time scale expansion.

For tape copying purposes a land line has been installed between the two tape machines
(the Ampex FRI200 and the Ampex FR 1260). The land line will allow ten channels of infor-
mation to be transmitted. However all these channels have not yet been committed.

The tape copy ing facility, mentioned above , has been extended to allow data signals acquired
in remote areas to be transmitted to either tape machine for recording purposes. To allow some
level of flexibility (but to avoid astronomical transmission cable installation costs) a roll-up
cable dispenser has been manufactured. The hardware required at the transmitting point is
fairly minimal .  This arra ngement obviates the need for an in-situ recorder.

The FR 1 200 tape machine is situated near the major laboratory di gital computing facility
which includes a PDPI O computer and a PDPI I computer manufactured by Digital Equi pment
Corporation.

A proposed extension to the data reduction facilities , to be located near the FR 1 200
machine , is a “Command and Information System ” which will provide a ready means of pro-
cessing analogue data with the di gital computers . It is envisaged that direct on-li ne processing
of analogue or di gital data generated at remote data acquisition sites will be possible using the
above complex .

Expansion of the data reduction facilities in association with the FRI26O machine is in
hand. To this end a small digital computer (a PDPI I supplied by Digital Equipment
Corporation) and some peripherals have been purchased. Direct on-line processing of data
generated at remote data acquisition sites will be possible, in some instances, with the aid of this
facilit y .

To provide the facilities outlined in this report maximum use has been made of com-
merciall y available hardware. Type identification details and any modifications required for this
app lication are included. Particular attention has been given to details of special relevance
to t he operator.



2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

Hardwa re configurations for:
(i)  copy ing magnetic tapes recorded using FM techniques;
(i i )  copying speech signal (or other signal with up to 20 kHz bandwidth) recorded in

Direct mode;
( i i i)  copy i ng tapes recorded in di gital form ;
(iv) tra nsmission of analogue si gnals from a remote data acquisition site to one of the tape

recorde rs;
(v) transmission of dig ital signals from a remote data acquisition site to one of the tape

recorders
are indicated in broad detail in Figures l—5 respectively.

Specific details on the manner of interconnecting the various items of hardware referred
to i n those figures are give n in App endix I .

For tape copy i ng a permanent multi-conductor cable as detailed in Appendix 2. 1 has been
i nstalled between the two tape machines. General installation details are given in Figure 6.

Each end of the tran smission line is convenientl y terminated with a Transmission Line
Adaptor (Fi g. 7). Three such adaptors (details in Appendix 2.2) have been manufactured.

For tape copying purposes the transmission of wideband (DC to 20 kHz) analogue signals
via land line forms an essential req uirement of the system. Very little degrad ation in performance
relative to I RI G’ specifications for i ntermediate bandwidth FM recording can be tolerated.
To meet such performance requirements the transmission of the analogue data in FM form has
been adopted.

When magnetic tapes recorded using FM techni ques are to be copied (Fig. I) the reproduced
si gnals are transmitted in FM form without demodulation. Line drivers and line receivers
(Sections 3. 1 and 3.2) have been developed to enable the transmission of the FM signals via
the la nd line.

For straight copy ing applications (using the same carrier frequency and the same tape
speed) the hardware as indicated for alte rnative I of Figure I is used.

If low pass filtering of the recorded data is a req uirement , the freq uency of the transmitted
FM signal may be divided (Sec. 3.3) before th e signal is recorded at the receiving end of the line.
If such filtering is req uired on all channels , a lower tape speed may be employed for the recording
machine than for the reproducing machine. The actual filtering is realized when the tape copy is
rep roduced. A standard filter , having a bandw idth of about 20% of carrier frequency fo r intermedi-
ate band FM recording, is incorporated in the demodulator. Frequency div i sion isa req u i rement in
this app lication (i n which use is made of standard hardware for Ampex Models FR 1200 and
FR 1260 tape systems) since filter bandwidth and centre frequency cannot be selected separately.
Connectio ns as indicated in option 2 (Fi g. I) are used when freq uency division is required.

When time scale expa nsion (Section I) in excess of that possible when the recorded FM
data are reproduced at the lowest available tape speed is required , the recorded data are re-
recorded usi ng a hi gher carrier frequency as indicated for option 3 (Fi g. I) .

Excessive input level to the FM reprod ucing amplifie r can cause it to malfunction. For this
reason hi gh level si gnals derived from the line receiver for option 3 are attenuated using an
eight channel unit  (a photograp h of which is given in Fi gur e 8a) wh ich gives an output equal
to about 0 13 times the inp ut.

The use of the frequency division techni que in the low pass filtering of recorded data is
considered in detail elsewhere. 2 It is shown that some unwanted noise components may be
gene rated in certain instance s but , where necessary, these components can be largely reduced
by pre-filter ing. A partic ular example , involvi ng both low pass filtering and time base expansion
of recorded vibration data is consid ered in detail.

In most data acquisition app licatio ns speech signals are recorded on one tape track using
dir ect recording techni ques, To copy these si gnals the confi guration indicated in Fi gure 2 is
used. The output of the direct reproducing amp lifier , located at the sending end of the line , is
trans mitted in FM form via the line with the aid of the FM recording amp l ifier (Fi g. 2). At the
receivi ng end of the line the FM signal is first demodulated using the FM reproducing amplifier ,
and the output of that amp lifier is then taken to the direct recording amplifier for re-recording
by the machine used to generate the tape copy.2



In a laboratory system 3’4 of airborne data acquisition , di gital data may be recorded5 in
serial form us ing either one or two tape ~~~~ depending on whether non-return-to-zero-mark
(N RZM) or return-to-zero (RZ) codes are employed. There is a need to copy such data and , to
this end, the system depicted in Figu re 3 has been adopted.

At the sending end of the line the reproduced di gital signal (as derived from the output of
the pre-amplifier ) is first amplified using a direct reproducing amp li fier with special plug-in. A
photograph of the pl ug-in is given in Figure 8b and circuit details are given in Section 4. The
outp ut of the Direct amplifier is first converted to FM form with the FM recording amplifier
(Fig. 3) and then transferred to the receiving end of the line.

At the receivi ng end of the line the following sequence of operations is performed :
(i ) the FM signal is demodulated using the FM reproducing amp li fier;

(ii ) the output of the FM reproducing amp li fier is taken to the NRZ reproducing amplifier
which generates an output in NRZ code.

(ii i ) the output of the di gital reproducing amplifier is taken to the input of the digita l
recording amplifier which provides a record in g signal i n a form which allows a copy to
be made of the ori ginal tape.

The system of Figure 3 makes maximum use of available hardware. It is appreciated that
a system requiring less hardware could be manufactured. However, the use of the same line
drivers and line receivers for all data transmissions (as indicated in Figures 1—3) simplifies the
hard ware requirement considerabl y. The data rate capability has yet to be assessed but it is
anticipated that rates up to 20 kilobit per second will be achieved .

Much of the hardware (line drivers , line receivers, etc.) applicable for the tra nsmission of
signals for tape copy ing purposes may be used for the transfer of signals from remote areas to
either of the tape machines.

To enable data from any remote location within range to be transferred to either of the tape
machines for recording purposes , a cable of 92~4 m nominal length has been riounted on the
dispenser (Fi g. 9). Junction boxes (referred to in Figure 6 and Appendix 2. 1) allow the line
between the two tape machines to be broken and the resulting free cable end to be plugged into
one end of the dispenser cable.

Hardware at the remote location includes the following items:
(i ) trans mission line adaptor (A ppendix 2.2) to terminate the line ;

(ii) a standard Ampex Model ES-lOO electronics tray as used in the two tape machines.
(iii ) a power unit (to provide AC power fo r the t ray);
(iv) li ne drivers (Section 3.1) and other pl ug-ins to be inserted in the tray and suitabl y

interco nnected ;
(v) sing le housing to accommodate the above items.
For convenience in coupling the FM signal outputs to the line driver inputs the former

are te rminated via jacks mounted on the front panel of the power unit (Fig. 10). Circuit details
on this unit are givea in Figure I I  and other details i n App endix 3.

Tbe remote data transmitter (comprising items (i>-(v) above) is depicted in Figure 12.
When analog ue data are to be transmitted (Fig. 4) these data are first converted to FM

form and then tra nsmitted as outlined above (with relation to Figures 1—3). Once again maximum
use is made of available hardware . Frequency modulation is performed at the remote data
acquisition site using suitable modules pl ugged into the data transmitter tray (Fi g. 12).

Bandwidth of the analogue data transmission and recording is basicall y DC to 20 kHz ,
when a 108 kHz carrier and a recording tape speed of l52 ’4 cm/s (60 ips [in ches per second])
are used. The bandwidth is proportionatel y lower for the lower carrier frequencies used at lower
tape speeds.

W hen di gita l data are to be trans mitted the system of Figure 5 is used. Hardware require-
ments are almost identical to those which app ly whe n digital signals , recorded on magnetic tape,
are to be copied. An input netwo rk (Fig. 5), for data generated in NRZ or other two level code,
removes the DC and very low frequency components from such data and transfers onl y the
transitio ns to the FM link.  The input coupling network (8 channel) is shown in Figure 8c and
ci rcuit details are given in Section 4. In realizing the system, maxi mum use is made of available
hardware. It is anticipated that di gital data rates up to 20 ki lobit per second will be achieved.

Hardware (Section 5) has been manufactured which enables speech intercommunication
between persons located at the transmit t ing end and the receiving end of the line.3



Instrumentation allowing the tape machine at the receiving end of the line to be remotely
controlled by an operator at the transmitting end of the line has been completed. The “Remote
Control” hardware is manu factured in the form of a module which plugs directly into the
Ampex ES-l00 electronics tray assembly (which forms part of the hardware for each tape
machine and which is included in the hardware required at the transmitting end of the line when
data are to be t ransmitted from remote data acquisition sites [A ppendix 2]). With this extension
the tape recording machine may be switched to the “Record” or the “Stop” state. Lamps
incorpo rated in the Remote Control unit monitor the state of control switches in the record-
ing machine and provide an u n-ambi guous indicat ion of whether the machine is recording or
is stopped. Details of the Remote Control hardware are given elsewhere .6 I nformation on special
cables requi red for operation of the various systems detailed in this report is given in App endix 7.

3. DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF CIRCUITS DEVELOPED FOR USE IN FM
DATA TRANSMISSION AND LOW PASS FILTERING

3.1 Line Drivers

Line drive rs have been developed to enable FM signals to be transmitted via the line.
When data in Direct form (Fi g. 2) or Digital form (Figs 3 and 5) are to be transmitted such data
are first converted to FM form for compatib ility with the line drivers.

An eight cha nnel line driver has been constructed in the form of a sing le plug-in for the
Ampex ES-l00 electronics tray. Power is derived from ± 12 V regulated supplies available at
appropriate pins of the printed circuit edge connectors used in the tray.

Complete circuit details for a line driver are given in Figure 13 and component layout
details in Fi gure 14. The system of component labelling, and of specification of component
val ues, is described in A ppendix 4. Information on the components used in the line drivers is
given in Appendix 4.1.

The eight channel line driver is constructed from ei ght identica l line driver units which
are solde red to a “master” board which plugs into any spare slot in the Ampex ES-lOO elec-
tronics tray. Details of interconnections (provided by the master board) to inputs , outputs and
regulated supplies are given in Appendix 5. “Areas” on the master board allocated for each
“solder-i n” line driver (or other unit) are indicated in Figure 15.

Inputs to the eight channel line driver may be connected to the channel I to channel 8
inp ut jacks accessible from the front panel of the line driver. These inputs are interconnected
with FM recording amp lifiers or FM reproducing amp li fiers (depending on the type of data to
be transferred via the line) which plug directl y into the Ampex ES-lOO electronics tray. Details
of the required interconnection s for the various app lications referred to in Fi gures 1—S are
given in App endix I .

The mi n imum inp u t signal ampl itude which the drivers are required to handle is about 150
millivolt peak (when si gnals are derived from the”head return ” outp ut monitor 7 J6 of the FM
recording amplifier).

The input signal frequency range to be accommodated by the line drivers must be adequate
to allow transmission of FM signals generated for intermediate ’ band tape recording over the
speed ra nge 4~76 cm/s ( l~ ips) to l52~4 cm/s (6O i ps) . For ±40% deviation the req uired limits
are

Upper limit = (108) (I  ‘4) kHz

= l5 l~ 2 kHz

Lower limit  = (3~375) (0~6) kHz

2~025 k I-l z

Ext ension of the capability beyond these frequency lim its is desirable (to allow hig her orde r
sideband components present in the modulated si gnal to be accommodated and to enable
deviations i n excess of 40° ,, of the carrier frequency to be handled) and has been allowed for.
For the line driver connected to the line installation (A ppendix 2) the lower frequency limit
may be extended to I kHz  and the upper l imit to about 200 kHz. However , the si gnal phase
shi ft down the line increases and the signal to noise ratio reduces as the upper limit is approached.4



In put si gnals to the line driver are first amp lified by the stage comprising QI (Fi g. 13) and
associated compone nts. For the range of input levels the driver has been designed to accom-
modate , the base of QI will be overdriven such that QI and associated components will form a
switch with “square ” output irrespective of i nput signal wave shape.

Q2, Q3 and associated components form a sing le ended class B push-pull circuit which pro-
vides output drive from the transformer TI. Transistors Q2 and Q3 are driven between the
sat uration state and the cut-off state but in opposite phase. Pulses of current are sequentially
drawn from the + 12 V and the —12 V supp li es.

Supp l y decoupling components R I , C2, C4, R2, C3 and CS reduce crosstalk between
chan nels (common supplies used for each driver) .

The secondary of transformer TI prov ides a balanced output convenient for transmitting
si gnals via twisted pai r cables enclosed within a shield. When the line drivers are appropriatel y
coupled to the line , OUTPUT I and OUTPUT 2 are connected to the twisted pair conductors
and the OUTPUT COM is connected to the shield which is eventually “grounded” at the
receiving end of the line. (Performance is not degraded if the connection between the OUTPUT
COM and the cable shield is removed as the line becomes self balancing.) The OUTPUT COM
is isolated from the COM at the sending end of the line. Ground isolation together with the
balanced signal confi guratio n enables good rejection of common mode noise signals to be
realized. Further the shielded line provides good immunity to electrostatic interference and the
twisted pair confi guration provides good immunity to electromagnetic interference.

To enable eight li ne drivers to be fitted on a sing le plug-i n (compatible with the Ampex
ES-l00 electronics) the size of the output transformer TI could not be too large . Further , current
dr awn from the + 12 V and —12 V regulated supplies had to be restricted (say less than 100
mi ll iamp from each supp ly). The tra nsformer connection allows an efficient output stage, with
sufficientl y low source impedance to drive the line , to be reali zed.

Resistors R l 3  and R 14, each of 100 ohm val ue, are used to termi nate the line at the sendi ng
end. Signal source impedance at the sending end of the line therefore becomes less than 100
ohm measured between each line and the shield.

Where optimum utilization of the transformer winding area is essent ial (as applied in this
case because of transformer size restrictions) the single ended con nection has advantages. The
single pnmavy winding is easier to wind and requires only half the total number of pri mary
turns which would be required for a conventional “double ended” push-pull system. More
effective primary turns (with due consideration for copper losses) can be wound in the available
wi nding area using the single ended arrangement.

Some performance characteristics of the line driver were measured with the line driver
outpu t connected to one of the twisted pai r cables i n a Nylex IO IED cable (Appendix 2.1).
The length of cable used for the test was 365 metres. At the output end of the line each conductor
in the twisted pair was terminated with a 100 ohm resistor connected to the shield. Line input
(line driver output) and line output voltages are given as a function of freq uency in the following
tab le.

5



Signal frequency Line to line input Line to line output
(k Hz) (volt peak to peak) (volt peak to peak)

10 8~0 7 l
50 5~8 5~6
80 4’8 5.6*

100 4 -1 4.4*
150 3.7 2~7
200 2~8 1-8
250 l~7 l~ I
300 l~2 0~75
350 l~08 0~56
400 0~85 0~4l
500 0~48 0-21
600 0~38 0 1 4
700 0 24 0•08 l
800 O~20 0•058
900 0~l5 0 040

1000 0~l3 0 030

* Peak to peak line output was hi gher than line input but waveshape
was different.

Full peak to peak output (8 V nominal) is obtainable at lower frequencies but below I kHz
frequency, significan t ampli tude “droop” occurs due mainl y to the inability of transformer TI
to cope wit h low frequency signals.

The extent of the voltage unbalance at the transmitting and the receiving ends of the 365 m
cable was measured at some frequencies. For this test the OUTPUT COM (Fig. 13) was con-
nected to the cable shield and the line was terminated with 100 ohm resistors as before.
Unbalance details are provided in the following table.

Signal Line input Line output
frequency

(kHz) Line I to shield Line 2 to shield Line I to shield Line 2 to shield
(volt peak to peak) (volt peak to peak) (volt peak to peak) (volt peak to peak)

27 40 4~0 3~6 3~654 2 •8 2~6 2~9 2 ’9
108 l~8 2~2 l~ 7 2 - I

No da mage to the line driver results if its outputs are shorted (either line to line or line to
shield).

Current drawn from each regulated suppl y line was measured for a sing le line driver unit
(eight required per plug-in). Details are given in the following table.6



Condition Current drawn from Current drawn from
+ 12 V supply (mA) —12 V suppl y (mA)

No signal 7~0 8~5
Normal operation 5~5 8~5
Output shorted* 8~5 I3 ’O

* Same current values result if short is applied across the total
trans former secondary, or between either side and the centre tap.

Total currents required by the ei ght cha nnel line driver unit will be about ei ght times the
val ues indicated in the above table.

The completed line driver module (eight channels) is shown in Figu re 16.

3.2 Line Receivers

Line receivers which suitabl y amp lif y signals at the receiving end of the line have been
developed. An eight channel receiver has been constructed in the form of a sing le module
(similar to the eight channel line driver unit) which plugs directly into the Ampex ES-I00 tray.
The master board (A ppendix 5) on which the receiver units are mounted , is identical to that used
for the line drivers.

Complete circ uit details for a line receiver unit are given in Figure 17 and component
layout details are given in Figure 18. Information on the components used in the line receivers
is given in Appendix 4.2.

Basicall y the receiver comprises a voltage comparator QI (Fi g. 17) with differential input.
INPUT I and INPUT 2 are connected (via the Transmission Line Adaptor [Appendix 2.2])
to the respective conductors of the twisted pair line and IN PUT COM is connected to the
shield surrounding the twisted pair. Resistors RI  and R2, each of 100 ohm value , terminate
the line.

Any mains frequency (50 Hz) noise picked up by the line is significantl y attenuated by the
high pass input filter comprising Cl and R4 on the INPUT I line , and C2 and R3 on the
INPUT 2 line. The balanced impedances in each input line enhance the rejection of common
mode noise signals.

Supply decoupling components R6, CS, C3, R7 , C6 and C4 reduce crosstalk between
channels (common supp lies used for each receiver).

A sing le ended output is generated in each receiver unit .  In each case the OUTPUT COM
is connected to the INPUT COM which is, in turn , connected to the shield surrounding the
relevant twisted pair cable in the transmission line. AC coupling is provided at the output via
capacitor C7. When the receiver output is unloaded , an I I  V peak to peak signal , which is
nominall y square , is obtained.

Output signals from the eight channel receiver are extracted via the channel I to channel 8
output jacks accessible from the front panel. These outputs may be interconnected with FM
recording amplifiers or FM reproducing amplifiers (depending on the manner in which the
received data are to be handled) which plug directly into the Ampex ES-100 electronics tray.
Details of the required interconnections for the various applications referred to in Figures 1—5
are given in Appendix I .

When the output  of a twisted pair cable of 365 m length (Section 3.1) was taken to a line
receiver , ful l  amp litude swing ( I I  V peak to peak nominal) was obtained for line driver input
signals with frequencies in the range I kHz to I MHz. However the line to line output at the
receiving end for the latter si gnal frequency was onl y about 30 mV peak to peak (as indicated
in the table of Section 3. 1).

Some common mode noise rejection checks relevant to the line and the receiver have been
performed over a broad frequency spectrum. For the test the transmission line cable was reeled
onto a drum and a simulated ground noise signal was connected between the sending end ground
and the receiving end ground. Noise signals having frequencies in the range 50 Hz to 500 kHz7



and amp litudes in the order of 10 V RMS had very little effect on the data transmission. When a
108 kHz FM carrier was used a worst case common mode rejection (defined as the input  voltage
app lied between the sending and the receiving end grounds divided by the resulting output
voltage from an FM demodulator at the receiving end of the line) of about 50 dB was observed.

No damage to the line receiver results if its outputs are shorted.
Current drawn from each regulated supp ly line has been measured for a single line receiver

unit  (eight required per plug-in). Details are given in the following table.

Condition Current drawn from Current drawn from
+ 12 V supp ly (mA) —12 V supp ly (mA)

No input signal I I ’ S  I~ 5
Output shorted for no input signal 11~ 5 j .5
Normal input signal 7~0 1~ 7
Output shorted for normal input signal 11 ~5 1 •7

Total currents for the eight channel line receiver unit  will be about eight times the values
indicated i~ the above table.

The completed line receiver module (eight channels) is shown in Figure 19.

3.3 Frequency Dividers

Frequency dividers have been developed to enable standard FM reproducing amp lifiers
to be utilized for low pass filtering of analogue data signals recorded using FM techni ques. An
ei ght channel divider has been constructed in the form of a single module (similar to the eight
channel line driver and line receiver units) which plugs directl y into the Ampex ES- I 00 tray.
The master board (Appendix 5) is identical to that used for the line drivers and receivers.

Complete circuit details for a dual channel frequency divider unit (a total of four such units
being required) are given in Figure 20, and component layout details are given in Figures 2 1
and 22. Each divider unit  requires two boards , a lower or “main ” board (Fig. 21) and an upper
or “sub” board (Fig. 22). Information on the components used in the frequency dividers is
given in Appendix 4.3.

When low pass filtering (Section 2) of recorded FM data is a requirement , it may be
achieved by dividing the frequency of the modulated signal and by using an effectively lower
bandwidth filter in the demodulator. If a tape “copy ”, containing FM data after frequency
division , is to be generated , the frequency divider module is located at the receiving end of the
line “after ” the line receivers but “before” the FM reproducing amplifiers as indicated in
Figure I . If , on the other hand , there is a requirement for low pass filtering of the recorded data ,
without the production of an intermediate tape “copy”, the hardware configuration indicated
in Figure 23 and detailed in Appendix 6 is required. By taking the head pre-amp lifier outputs
directly to the frequency divider inputs (as indicated in App endix 6) only one FM reproducing
amplifier is required per data channel.

Because the pre-amp lifier outputs may be of relativel y low level , particularly for low tape
reproducing speeds (as indicated in the following table) the frequency dividers have been desi gned
to operate from fairl y low level inputs
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Tape reproducing speed Frequency of reproduced Typical Ampex FR 1260
FM carrier signal pre-amplifier outputs

cm/s i ps (k Hz) (mV peak to peak)

l52~40 60 108 320
76 20 30 54 250
38~l0 15 27 150
l9~05 7~ l3~5 80
9.53 3~ 6~75 40
4~76 l~ 3.375 20

As can be seen from Figure 20 the circuit for each divider in the dual frequency divider
unit is identical. Hence only the channel 1 portion (compris i ng Q I , Q3, QSA, Q6 and associated
components) will be referred to in the following descri ption.

The input FM signal is coupled to the voltage comparator comprising QI and associated
components. Positive feedback via CS and R9 greatly red uces the tendency of the comparator to
produce multiple transitions for slowly changing inputs such as those generated at the lowest
tape speed for which both amplitude and frequency are low. To provide some level of immunity
to input “ground” noise (evidenced by time varying potential differences between input signal
grounds and frequency div ider grounds) input grounds have been internall y (i n the frequency
divider unit) separated from the output and power grounds via resistor R2 (having value of
10 ohm). The improved noise immunity thus achieved is essential for low level operation of this
circuit.

Nominal ±5 V supplies are generated from the ± 12 V supplies provided , usi ng zener
diodes CR 1 and CR2, and associated components. By using these supp lies to power the com-
parator , a TTL (transistor—transistor—log ic) compatible output required by the following
frequency divider circuit , is obtained.

It is essential that currents drawn from the + 12 V and —12 V supplies are not excessive
(say less than 100 mA from each supply for the eight channel frequency divide r unit), otherw ise
overload of the Ampex ES-I00 power supply could occur. To conserve current , low power
digital integrated circ uits have been used for the frequency division. For the range of repetition
rates of interest in this  app lication , the “speed” of the low power devices is quite adequate.

Freq uency division in bina ry steps from 2 to 32 is achieved using the 4-bit binary counter
Q3 followed by a divide by two circ uit provided by flip flop Q5A. Signals having frequencies
equal to that of the input signal divided by factors of 2° to 2~ are simultaneo usly taken to a
sing le pole switch SI (Fig. 20). Division factor 2° (equal to unity) is not normall y req uired but
provides a convenient amplification of a low level FM input signal. Switch SI , which is mounted
on the freq uency divider sub-board (Fi g. 22), is accessible when the frequency divider module is
unp l ugged from the electronics tray. The switch positions have been marked 0 to 5; division
factors are given by 2 raised to the power of the switch position number.

All current for the integrated circuits Q3 and Q5 used for the frequency division is derived
fro m the internall y generated -~--5 V supp ly which , in turn draws current from the + 1 2 V supply.

The switch SI output is AC coup led via ClO to the output stage comprising Q6 and
associated components. AC coup ling to the final output is provided by capacitor Cl2. When
the freque ncy divider is unloaded , an I I V peak to peak signal , wh ich is nominall y square, is
obtained. No damage to the frequency divider results if the output is shorted to common.

Curre nt for the output stage is taken from the — 12 V supply. Currents drawn from the
+ 12 V and — 12 V supp lies respectively have been measured for a normally operating dual
freq uency div ider uni t  (four required per plug-in module). Details are given in the following
table.
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Current drawn from Current drawn from
+ 12 V supply (mA) —12 V suppl y (mA)

19 16’ 5

The currents required for the eight channel frequency divide: module will be about four
tim es the values indicated in the above table.

Division factors , and hence the extent of the low pass filtering provided for each channel ,
may be independe n tl y set for each channel.

Inputs to the eight channel frequency divider module are taken to the multi-p in connector
on the front panel and the outputs are taken from the channel I to channel 8 jacks on the front
panel. Connection detaiis are given in Appendix 5.

When the inputs of the frequency divider module are connected to the line receiver outputs ,
for tape “copy ing ” with low pass filtering, as i ndicated in Figure 1 , satisfactory performance is
readil y obtai ned for all switch positions provided that the output frequency is kept above about
I k Hz (equivalent to about —70% deviation for wide band FM recording at 4 ’75 cm/s [11 i ps]
tape speed).

When the inp uts of the frequency divider module are coupled to the pre-amplifier output
(which has low level at low tape speed) for low pass filtering of recorded data without the pro-
duction of a tape “copy” (Fig. 23), it is imperative that the hardware confi guratio n detailed in
Appendix 6 be strictl y ad hered to, otherw ise intermittent operation will result at the lowest
tape speed (for which unity is the onl y relevant “division ” factor).

The completed frequency div ider module (ei ght channels) is shown in Figure 24.

4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS DEVELOPED FOR USE IN THE
TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING OF DIGITAL DATA

The har iware confi gurations used for the transmission and recording of digital data are
ind icated in Figures 3 and 5, and connection details are included in Appendix I .

To copy signals which have been recorded in NRZ code (Fig. 3) the reproducing pre-amplifier
output si gnals are fi rst ampli fied to a suitable level using a Direct reproducing amplifier
(Appendix I) with special plug-i n. The output of the Direct reproducing amplifier is then used
to modulate an FM carrier. The resulting signal is transmitted via the line using the normal line
driver and line receiver hardware as for FM data transmis sion (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

Because the normal equalizer plug- in for a Direct reproducing amplifier does not produce
a flat frequency response, a special pl ug.in (Fi g. 8b) has been manufactured. Circuit details for
the plug-in are indicated in Fi gure 25a. For the values of feedback resistance (R l— R6) chosen
via the plug-in the amp lit ude of the Direct reproducing card (Ampex Cat, No. 69105) output
remains very nearl y constant for all tape speeds (provided switch SI is correctl y set according
to the tape speed). Overall output amp litude is set to 21 V peak to peak, nom inall y, via the
“OUTPUT ADJUST” potentiometer accessible from the front panel of the Direct reproducing
amplifier. 7 The circuit of ~i gure 25a has been manufactured as a single plug-in which is used in
place of an equalizer .

The signal which is coupled from the Direct reproducing amp lifier to the FM recording
amp lifier (Fi g. 3) is effectivel y an amplified version of that generated 8 at the reproducing head
(or the head pre-a mplifier) when data recorded in NRZ code are reproduced . Low frequency
components are not present (as for data in normal NRZ code). Such a signal is less affected by
ph ase shifts in the FM demodulator filter (located at the receiving end of the line in this appli-
cat ion) than a normal NRZ si gnal , partic ularly at the hi gher rates of data transfer (20480 bits
per second maximum for the application envisaged).

When a di gital signal generated at a remote data acquisition site (Fi g. 5) is to be trans-
mitted , th e same hardware as used for tape copying can be employed , if the normal NRZ data
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(having TT L compatible levels ) are coup led to the FM recording amp lifier via the network
indicated in Figure 25b .

Digital recording amp lifiers are not supplied (by the manufactur er) for use with the tape
mach ines under consideration (Ampex FRI2 00 and FR 1 260). For this reason a new amp lifier
has been man ufactured to allow for the recording of data in NRZ code. The amp lifier has been
designed to accept input  levels which are TTL compatible. Circuit details of the NRZ digital
recording amplifier  are given i n Figure 26 and component layout details are given in Fi gure 27.
Information on the components used in the NRZ di gital recording ampli fier is given in A ppendix
4.4. The completed amp lifier will plug directl y into a sing le slot in the Ampex ES-lOO electronics
tray.

The operation of an NRZ recording amp lifier having a circuit virtuall y the same as that
of Fi gure 25 has been described elsewhere .5 However , the circuit of interest in the present
app lication emp loys different supp ly voltages (± 12 V is used in the circuit of Figure 25 whereas
± I S V, after reg ulation , was used in the circuit described elsewhere). Further more the physical
layout of the circuit is quite different.

Althoug h the amplifier is referred to as an “NRZ digital recording amplifi er ” any signal in
two level code and generated with TTL compatible levels can be recorded with the aid of this
amp lifier.

Current drawn from the 12 V and —1 2  V supplies by the NRZ di gital recording amp lifier
is typ ically about 27 mA for each supp ly.

The completed NRZ di gital recording amp lifier is illustrated in Fi gure 28.
As indicated in Section 2 there is also a need to copy data recorded in RZ code. The

particular RZ code used~ 8 requires a three-level input  and hence recording with the aid of an
NRZ recording amp lifier is not possible. Transmission of the reproduced RZ data using the
arra n gement of Fi gure 3 is quite feasible , but for the 20 kHz FM channel bandwidth provided
by the FM data link connected as detailed in App endix 1.3, the allowable reproducing speed
is limited to 38’ 1 cm/s ( I S  i ps). To produce a true copy of the recorded RZ data a special RZ
recording amp lifier (which has not been manufactured) would be required. If re-recording using
two tracks were permissible , the two outputs (in NRZ code) of the RZ reproducing amp lifier 8
could readily be recorded with the aid of NRZ recording amp lifiers of the type indicated in
Fi gure 26; but a true copy of the original would , of course, not result.

“Copyi ng ” of recorded di gital data in FM form is also feasible but an FM reproducing
amp lifier would be needed “ahead” of the di gital reproducing amp lifier if such a “copy” were
required. Copying of the data in RZ code at a lower (by a factor of four) speed than that used
for the reproducing machine is a requirement of the system detailed here .

5. SPEECH INTERCOMM U NICATION SYSTEM

Hardware has been manufactured which allows speech intercommunication between
operators located at the sending and the receiving ends of the line respectively. The establish-
ment of the communication l ink between persons at each end of the line greatly facilitates the
transmission and recording of data. In particular it allows the operator at the sending end of
the line to indicate , to an operator at the receiving end of the line , when data are ready for
recording.

Circuit details of the intercommunication equi pment are given in Fi gure 29 and com-
ponent layout information is included in App endix 4.5. A photograp h of the equi pment is given
in Fi gure 30.

A standard li ght-wei ght telep honist ’s headset HS (Fi g. 29) with mouth piece and earphone
integral l y mounted is worn by each operator. The connecting cables from each headse t are
terminated in a connector P1 (Fi g. 29) which plugs directl y into the Headse t I or Headset 2
connecto rs (J I  or J2 respectivel y) on the “Headset Intercom ” units (one required at each end of
the line).

Considerable versatili ty of operation has been allowed for in the design of the Headset
Intercom units since they are also required for field use in other app lications. Up to two operators
situated at the same location may plug their headsets i nto an Intercom unit  via the connectors
J I and J2. Speech signals are transferred both into and out of the Intercom unit via the TM I
and TM2 terminals (Fi g. 29). These terminals may be connected to at least two independent
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locations via external lines. A Headset Intercom unit  is required at each location. Thus speech
com munication between up to two operators from each of up to three locations is achieved using
hardware units of the typ e i ndicated in Figure 29.

At each location power is derived from a set of four dry batteries (providing a nominal
supp ly of 6 V) housed in each unit. Sockets J3 and J4 allow the battery voltage to be checked
externall y. Direct current flows to the headset mouth piece (a granulated carbon type) via RI
and the primary winding of transformer TI in each unit.  For one headset onl y connected via
J l or J2 the current drawn from the battery is l3~7 mA approximately and rises to about
I4~6 mA if two headsets are connected. Generally the level of the received speech signal is
increased if the value of resistor RI is lowered.

When the intercommunication system is used in conjunction with the land line , the combined
input to or output from terminals TMI and TM2 may be connected to any suitable pair of
conductors in the land line. Normall y the combined input and output is connected to jacks
designated Aux Hi and Aux Lo (Fig. 7) on the Transmission Line Adaptor. These jacks are
connected via the adaptor to the communications wire and the overall cable shield respectivel y
in the land line cable. Reversing connections at TM I and TM2 (i.e. connecting TM I on one
headset unit  to TM2 on another unit) is quite permissible.

6. PERFORMANCE OF COMPLETED SYSTEMS

6.1 Transfer of Input Signal Zero Crossings fro m Line Driver to Line Receiver

The line driver (Section 3. 1), the line (Appendix 2) and the line receiver (Section 3.2) form
a composite transmission system for transferring zero crossing information (associated with an
inp u t si gnal having insta ntaneous frequency not less than about I kHz) from one location to
another. In all the applications considered in this report the information is transferred in FM
form. Ideally therefore the line receiver generates an FM square wave with zero crossings in
time synchronism with (or delayed a fixed time interval relative to) the zero crossings of the FM
input to the line driver.

In Section 3.1 details were given of the signal amplitudes measured at the input and the
output respectively of a line of length 365 m driven at the transmitting end via the line driver.
Signal attenuatio n at the hi gher frequencies was apparent. Complete amp lit ude restoration
takes place in the line receiver so that the onl y observable variable at the output of the receiver
is the phase of that output relative to the line receiver input.

There is a si gnificant phase shift associated with the data transmission and this shift does not
vary linearl y with freq uency (a linear phase response results if there is a constant time delay).

Using a I V RMS square wave (virtually steady state) input to the line driver the phase
shift at the receiver output has been plotted (Fig. 31) for various lengths of line in multi ples of
96’4 m (100 yards). Some non-linearity in the characteristics is apparent.

The phase shift and time delay of the receiver output relative to the driver input have been
obtained from the curves of Figure 31 for 100 kHz frequency and are tabulated below.

Lii~e length facto r K* 0 1 2 3 4 6

Phase shift at 100kHz 98 148 18 5 213 244 312
(degrees)

Time delay at 100kHz 272 411 51 4 5~92 6~78 8’67
(microsecond )

* Length of line K .  96 ’4m.

The phase non-linearity of the transmission system will give rise to a form of al.e, - modu-
lation which will contribute to distortion in the FM demodulator output. Sledge9 and others
have considered the distortion resulting when an FM signal passes through a linear passive
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network (subject to phase non-linearity). Both ampli tude and phase responses of the overall
FM system (including the tape copy ing system) will be affected.

6.2 Data Transmission from Remote Locations

Both analogue and di gital data transmissions discussed in this report (Figs. 4 and 5) involve
the transfer of data in FM form. To isolate the performance characteristics of the FM data
transmission system some initial tests , for which tape recording has been excluded , have been
performed. In effect hardware comprising items 2—6 of Figure 5 has been used for measuring
amplitude and phase responses of such a system. In particular the effect of line length on those
responses has been examined for various values of carrier frequency (and hence data bandwidth).

Specifications for intermediate bandwidth FM systems usuall y indicate a data passband
limit frequency for which the response is guaranteed to be within a ± I dB passband. The
nominal l imit  frequency is 20 kHz for a 108 kHz carrier system and is correspondingly lower
for lower carrier frequencies. For convenience the nominal ± I dB passband limit will be
referred to as the “corner ” frequency.

In Fi gures 32 and 33 the amp litude and phase responses respcctivel y have been plotted for
a 108 kHz carrier system employ ing various lengths of line. Comparison of curve 2 with curve I
(Fi g. 32) reveals that the driver and the receiver modules accentuate the response at the corner
frequency by about I °~ ,. For line lengths of 200—400 m approximately the response at the corner
frequency is further accentuated by about 4%, thus giving a net accentuation of about 5%. For
a line length of about 600 m the net accentuation drops to about 3~6%.

From the phase responses of Figure 33 it is clear that most phase shift (curve 1) takes place
external to the transmission system (which includes hardware from line driver to line receiver)
and will  be largel y determined by the plug-in demodulator filter in the FM reproducing amplifier.
Si gnificant additional phase shift is introduced by the transmission line hardware (52 degrees
at the corner frequency for a line of 580 m approximate length).

Amplitude and phase responses (Fi gures 34 and 35 respectively) for a 54 kHz carrier system
employing various lengths of line have been plotted. In this instance the maximum amplitude
accentuation at the corner frequency is about 1% and the maximum additional phase shift
attributable to the line transmission is 30 degrees at that frequency.

At lower carrier frequencies the transmission line and terminations have progressivel y less
effect on the amp litude and phase responses.

As indicated earlier (Fi gs. 4 and 5), recording of the transmitted signal at the receiving
end of the l ine is a usual requirement. For convenience the effect of recording has been omitted
in Fi gures 32—35. If the recording and reproducing processes had been included , the plotting of
phase responses would have been extremely involved.

In Figure 36 the extent to which the recording and reproducing processes modify the ampli-
tude response for 108 kHz carrier FM recording (at l52~4 cm/s [60 i psj) and copying (discussed
in further detail in Section 6.3) can be readily observed. For this test a line of length 289~2 m
(300 yd) was used in a hardware confi guration as given in Figure 4 but with the exception that
the start and finish of the cable were both located in close proximity to the Ampex FRI26 O
machine which was used for simultaneousl y reproducing the ori ginal record and producing
a copy.

The recording and reproducing processes accentuate the amp litude response at the corner
frequency by just over 2’~, (about 2 2 ° ,, for the first recording and reproducing process, and
about 2 ’4° ,, for the second process associated with copying). As before the line transmission
gives rise to about 5° ,, accentuation at the corner frequency.

No problems have been encountered in the transfer of FM data from remote areas and
the recording of such data at the receiving end of the line. However , the amplitude and phase
responses for 108 kHz carrier FM transmission are sli ghtl y modified as indicated above.

NRZ digital data ( Section 4) with data rates up to 20’48 kilobits per second have been
successfully transferred from remote areas and recorded using the hardware arrangement of
Fi gu re 5.
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6.3 Tape Copying

Using the land line installat ion shown in Fi gure 6 si gnals have been transferred via CBL .I ,
CBL.2  and CRL.3 from one tape machine to the other for tape copy ing.

To assess the performance of the FM tape copy ing syste m , test sig nals recorded on an
ori ginal tape u s ing FM techni ques have been copied using hardware indicated in Fi gure I
(al ternative I )  and further detailed in App endix I .  To allow automatic plotting of amp litude
responses , test signals comprising a full amp litude sinusoidal modulating signal (i.e. one which
causes the carrier frequency to deviate between nominal 40% and —40° ,, l imits)  and a sweep
signal (analogue voltage proportional to modulat ing signal frequency) were simultaneously
recorded on different tracks of an ori ginal tape.

Ori ginal recording, copying and final reproduction were performed at each of the six
available tape speeds, 4~76 cm/s ( l~ i ps) to l52~4 cm/s (6O i ps). Amp litude responses obtained
when the ori ginal and the copy tapes respectively were reproduced have been plotted for com-
parison at each tape speed in Figures 37 to 42. Since the amp litude response varies according to
the particular FM reproducing amplifier and the particular plug-in filter used , the same
amplifier and filter have been used for plotting both responses.

As indicated in Fi gures 37 to 41 FM copy ing via the land line produces very littl e alteration
in the amp litude response for tape speeds below 152 .4cm/s (60 i ps). However , at 152’4 cm/s
tape speed there is si gnificant variation in the responses obtained from the original and the
copy tapes respectivel y. The variation (Fig. 42) amounts  to about 6% at the corner frequency.
From details given in Section 6.2 (and Fig. 36) about 2° ,, of the variation is probabl y introduced
by the additional recording and reproducing process required for the copy and the remainder
(4° ,,) would be attributable to transmission line effects,

To make some assessment of the quality of the FM tape copy an estimate of the increase
in noise resulting from the data transmission and the copy ing process is essential. To allow
some level of quantitative measurement to be made the following signals were recorded on an
original tape and copied via the transmission line.

(i) Full amplitude sinusoidal modulating signals (swept from f~/40 to 7fo/4 where f0 is the
corner frequency) on tracks I , 2, 3, 5 and 6.

(ii)  Analogue voltage signal proportional to modulating signal frequency on track 7.
(ii i)  Unmodulated carrier on track 4.
Orig inal recording and subsequent copy ing were performed at each of the available six

tap e speeds. The output from track 4 was demodulated and taken to an average detecting volt-
meter providing readout in terms of root mean square (RMS) value of sinusoidal input.  An
output  from the voltmeter proportional to meter deflection was taken to the “Y” input of an
X—Y plotter. The analogue voltage proportional to modulating signal frequency was taken to
the “X” input  of the nl oLter. Outputs produced when the ori ginal and the copy tapes respectively
were reproduced have been plotted for comparison at each tape speed. Plots for the three lower
speeds are given in Fi gure 43 and those for the three hig her speeds are given in Fi gure 44. Any
crosstalk arising in the recording and reproducing processes , and in the land line transmission ,
wil l  add to and be inseparable from noise due to tape flutter and other causes.

As would be expected, the combined noise and crosstalk level (Figs. 43 and 44) tend to be
si gnificantl y hi gher for the copy than for the ori ginal tape. Except for the lowest tape speed the
combined noise and crosstalk level result ing when the copy is reproduced is not more than twite
the level obtained when the ori ginal is reproduced . In the following table the maximL ’m level
(obtained from Fi gs. 43 and 44) at each tap e speed for both the original and the copy tapes has
been tabulated.
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cm/s 4~76 9.53 I9~05 3810 76’20 l52~4O
Tape speed

ips l~ 3~ 7~ 15 30 60

Combined noise and mV RMS l l~6 9~0 34 3 8  3~6 5.5
crosstalk for original

dB* —38~8 —40•9 49.4 —48~4 —48’9 —4S~2

Combined noise and mV RMS 15’7 9~0 6~0 4.7 5~8 8•5
crosstalk for copy

dB* —36~ I —40’9 44~4 —46 ’6 — 44’7 —41 .4

* Expressed in decibel relative to 100% level (1 V RMS).

Worst case noise fi gures are obtained for the lowest tape speed. It is probable that some
noticeable increase in the transport flutter for the Ampex Model FR 1200 tape machine , when
run at that speed, gave rise to the increased noise figures.

The quantitative measurements discussed above (i.e. amp litude response and level of
combined noise and crosstalk for one specific condition) are not sufficient to allow the quality
of the original recording and the copy to be compared. Some qualitative assessment is also essen-
tial. In this latter regard it has been noted that , apart from a small increase in noise level , tape
copies produced at speeds less than 152 ’4 cm/s give outputs which are virtually free of amp li-
tude “glitches” (defined here as sudden short duration changes in level) when reproduced.
However, when tapes are copied at I 52~4 cm/s via the land line and later reproduced , amplitude
glitches are likel y to occur. The glitches tend to occur when the modulating frequency is high
(say 20 kHz), they tend to be very very intermittent and arise when FM signals on some tracks
onl y of the copy tape are reproduced.

It was found experimentall y that some transmission channels (where a transmission channel
is considered to comprise a line driver circuit , a line between the tape machines of 270 m length ,
and a line receiver circuit) tended to produce noisier copies at l52~4 cm/s than at other tape
speeds. Some assessment of the quality of the transmission could be obtained by copying an FM
signal obtained by fully deviating ( ± 40%) a 108 kHz carrier at 35kHz modulating signal frequency
and observing the output level obtained when the copy is reproduced . “Good” channels provide
an output of about 0~ I V RMS and “noisy” channels give a significantly higher output
(0’3—0~9 V RMS) when measured with a simple average detecting AC voltmeter. For the two
line drivers and two line receivers which have been manufactured the results indicated in the
following table were obtained.

Configuration used Output (Volt) obtained when FM signal (35 kHz modulation
for frequency) copied via various data transmission channels

data transmission (ch. I to ch. 8) is later reproduced
(ID = line driver,
IR -~ line receiver) ch. I ch. 2 ch. 3 ch. 4 ch. 5 ch. 6 ch. 7 ch. 8

LDI , LRI 0.47* 0.93* 010 0.50* 0~08 0~08 009 0 10
LDI , LR2 0.47* 0.92* 010 0.54* 030 0~08 0’09 0~I0
LD2, LRI O ’l I O ’Il 0.52* 0.35* Q•09 0~lS 0’09 0~l l
LD2, LR2 O’l2 O ’ ll 0.52* 0.35* 0.35* 0~I5 0’09 O ’Il

* Noisy transmission channels are indicated with an asterisk.
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From the above table it may be deduced that channels I , 2 and 4 of LDI , channels 3 and 4
of LD2 and channel S of LR2 tend to produce “noisy ” copies. A typical amp litude response
which results when a noisy channel is used for copy ing at 152 4 cm/s is shown in Figure 45.

It is to he emphasized that  copy ing of a signal of 35 kHz frequency is not a requirem ent.
For intermediate band FM recording the max imum frequency would be 20 kHz. Differences
in the performance of the various line driver and receiver channels no doubt gives rise to the
different noise levels. In most applications quite satisfactory copies can be produced at the hi ghest
tape speed even if noisy channels are used .

Because of the noise effects and the changes (6”;, maximum) in the amp litude response
which appl y for copying at max imum tap e speed it is recommended that , where possible, copy ing
be not performed at that speed.

If FM signals are demodulated at the receiving end of the line and the demodulator output
then used to re-modulate a carrier (of the same frequency as that  for the received si gnal), an
improvement in signal to noise ratio , relative to that which applies for strai ght copying as detailed
above , seems to result. Such copy ing would modif y the amplitude response significantl y (as the
data would be filtered twice befo re reaching the final demodulator output at the time the copy
is reproduced). Improved si gnal to noise ratio is due , no doubt , to reduction in noise on the FM
signal (just prior to the copying) as a result of the low pass filtering which takes place in the
demodulator. Si gnificant reduction in the ampli tude of the hi gher frequency sideband compon-
ents , present in the copied FM signal , would result.

Further to the comparison of the quali ty of the copy produced when FM signals are copied
with and wi thout  intermediate demodulation respectivel y, it is worth considering the following
statement of Howard and Ferguson :10

“Recordings made with FM carrier recording electronics may be dubbed by the direct
recording process. However , tests indicate that even though unsupported by theory, better
results can be obtained when the FM recorded data is demodulated in the normal manner
and re-recorded on an FM recording machine. ”

It is likel y that the improvement is due to the sideband component attenuation which takes
place when the reproduced output from the ori ginal tape is first demodulated , then re-modulated ,
before the copy is made.

Using the hardware confi guration indicated in Figure 2 and further detailed in App endix I
recorded speech signals have been copied. Virtuall y no difference in quali ty has been observed
between the si gnals derived from the ori ginal and the copy respectively.

Di gital si gnals recorded in NRZ code have been copied using the hardware configuration
of Figure 3. Because special equi pment to read the data has not been completed as yet , a full
assessment of this form of copy ing has not been made. However , indications obtained from
examination of retrieved si gnals , suggest that NRZ signals with data rates of up to about 20
ki lobit per second can be copied at the highest tape speed and proportionately lower rates at
the lower tape speeds.

6.4 Other Functions

The frequency divider module has been used in the low pass fi l ter ing of recorded data
si gnals both during a strai ght reproduction of an ori ginal tape and in the production of a filtered
“copy ”. Performance has been quite satisfactory but as indicated in Section 2 and anal ysed in
detail elsewhere 2 some unwanted noise components of significant amp litude can be generated
in certain instances.

The speech intercommunication system has been used whenever tapes have been copied
with  the aid of the transmission line and when data have been transferred from remote areas to
a tap e recording machine. Performance has been quite satisfactory. However , more sophisticated
headsets (which include active devices for signal amp lification ) may be needed if operation in
very noisy areas is required.

7. CONCLUSIONS
(a) Analogue si gnals with frequencies in the range 0—20 kHz may be transferred in frequency

modulated form from a remote location to a tap e recording machine using a transmission
line and associated hardware.
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(b) A nalogue si gnals recorded in frequency modulated form may be tra nsferred from a
reproducing machine to a remotely located recording machine for copying without
the need for intermediate demodulation.

(c)  Speech signals recorded in direct form may be transferred in frequency modulated form
from a reproducing machine to a remotely located recording machine for copying
purposes.

(d )  Digital signals may be used to frequency modulate a suitable carrier and the resulting
signal transferred via transmission line to a tape recording machine for initial recording
or for tape copying.

(e) Low pass filtering of signals recorded using frequency modulation techni ques may be
achieved by dividing the frequency of the modulated signal and passing the resulting
signal to a demodulator with a lower bandwidth filter.
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APPENDIX 1

General Details on Hardware Configurations for Transfer of Data over Land Line

The following tables list the hardware required at both the transmit t ing and the receiving
ends of the land line for tape copy ing (Fi gs. I , 2 and 3) and for recording of data collected at
remote data acquisition sites (Fi gs. 4 and 5). In each of the fi gure s (Fi gs. 1—5) a circle with
enclosed number  at the top left hand corner of the hardware block allows identification of that
item in the following tables. For examp le Item 3— 5 in the third table refers to Item 5 of Fi gure 3.

Details of input and output connections , modifications to standard hardware and the l ike
are included in the “Comments” column.

Hardware relating to the line and its actual terminations has not been listed in these tables ,
but details are given in A ppendix 2.

I. I Hardware for copying Tapes Recorded Using FM Techniques

Refer to hardware confi guration of Figure I .

Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

I — I  Ampex Model The machine is set to operate in the reproducing mode.
FR 1 260 (or FRI200)
tape machine

1—2 Amp ex FM reproducing The filter plug-in is not required and no card ali gnment is
amp lifier Cat. No. necessary.
69108 The tape dubbing input at J5 is connected to front panel

jack TP3. TP3 is taken to the line driver input .
As for conventional reproduction , the amplifier is plugged

into the appropriate slot in the ES-I00 electronics tray
which forms part of the tape machine (Item I — I )  hard-
ware.

1—3 Ei ght channel l inedr iver  Hardware (Section 3.1 of text) has been developed at
ARL for this  app lication. It is p lugged directl y into any
spare slot in a standard ES-lOO electronics tray, and is
desi gned to be operated from the supp l y rails provided.

1-4 Ei ght channel line Hardware (Section 3.2 of text) has been developed at
receiver ARL for th is  application , It is plugged directl y into any

spare slot in a standard ES-lOO electronics tray, and is
desi gned to be operated from the supply rails provided.
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Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

I—S Ampex FM recording The available amp lifiers comprise some “old” and some
amp lifier “new ” style circu its.  The old sty le circuit includes
Cat. No. 69107-14 components to select the carrier frequency for each
(or 69107- 1 5) speed , whereas the new style circuit includes com-

ponents selected for 108 kHz carrier frequency Of

In the latter instance a frequency divider is used to
transfer the data to a lower carrier frequency. Since
the requirements for the old and the new style circuits
differ , they will be considered separatel y.

(a) Old Style (Cat. No. 69 107-14)
No card ali gnment is necessary.
The frequency selector switch , accessible from the side

face of the amp lifier , must be switched such that the
wi per rests between contacts. As the “gap” betwee n
contacts is very broad such positioning is very simple.
Correct setting of the switch can be readily verified by
removing the input  and checking that the output at
J4 (normally connected to the TP3 jack) disappears.

The tape dubbing input at iS is taken to front panel jack
TP3. The output from the line receiver is taken to TP3.

For hardware available at A R L  for use with the FR 1260
machine FM recording amplifiers Nos . I , 2, 3 and 4
(ARL identification) are old sty le.

(b) New Sty le (Cat. No. 69 107—15)
No card ali gnment is necessary.
The ori ginal circuit does not provide a convenient point

of access to the amp lifier output  stage. An internal
modification is required to allow such an amp lifier to
be used as Item I 5. The modification involves the dis-
connection of R 7 from J5 and the attachment of a
fl ying lead to the result ing free end of R I  7 . For normal
operation the fly ing lead is plugged into iS, but for the
present app lication R l 7  is disconnected from J5 by
plugging the fly ing ‘ead into a speciall y introduced
anchor post not internall y connected to any part of the
circuit.

For hardware available at A R L  for use with the FR 1 260
machine , FM recording amp lifiers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 (ARL
identification) have been modified. Thus for these
amp lifiers the following steps are required :
(i) Disconnect internal  flyin g lead from iS;

( i i )  In ternal ly  connect iS to the TP3 jack.
In this  case the wipe r of the frequency selector switch

need not he set such that  the wi per rests between
contacts.

(c)  App lies for both old and new style.
As for conventional recording, the amp lifier is plugged

into the appropriate slot in the ES-lOO electronics tray
which forms part of the tape machine (Item 1 —6) hard-
ware.
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Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

1—6 Ampex Model FR 1200 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode.
(or F1260) tape
machine

1—7 Eight channel frequency Hardware (Section 3.3 of text) has been developed at A R L
divider for this application. It is plugged directl y into any

spare slot in a standard ES-I00 electronics tray, and is
designed to be operated from the supply rails provided.

1—8 Attenuator ihe eight channel attenuator (Figs. 8a and 23) has been
speciall y manufactured at ARL.  it provides an output
equal to 0 1 3  times its input .

1—9 Ampex FM reproducing TP3 is connected internall y to J2 (input monitor point).
amplifier (Cat. No. The output of the attenuator is coupled to the TP3
69108) fitted with jack accessible from the front panel.
appropriate filter The card is ali gned in the normal manner.
(Cat. No. 46390) To prevent interferenc e between the pre-amp lifier output

and the input from the at tenuator one of the following
steps must be taken.
(i) The card may be plugged into a slot not internall y

wired to the pre-amp lifier output .  Such slots are
readily available on the FR 1260 machine but not
on the FRI2 00 machine used in this application.

(i i) The card may be plugged into a slot normall y
wired internall y to the pre-amp lifler output , and
the pre-amplifler interconnecting cable unp lugged
internall y from the ES- lOO electronics tray.

1.2 Hardware for Copy ing Speech Signal (or Other Signal with up to 20 k H: Bandwidth)
Recorded in Direct Mode

Refer to hardwa re confi guration of Figure 2.

Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

2—I Ampex Model FR 1260 The machine is set to operate in the reproducing mode.
(or FR 1200) tape
machine

2—2 Amp ex Direct repro- The amplifier is aligned in the normal manner but this
ducing amplifier may be done fairl y approximatel y for speech trans-
(Cat. No. 69105) missions.
fitted with equalizer As for conventional reproduction , the amp lifier is
Cat. No. 69 117 plugged into the appropriate slot in the ES-I® elec-

tronics tray, which forms part of the tape machine
(I tem 2 —I )  hardware.
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Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

2—3 Ampex FM recording An old sty le ( refer to Item 1—5) amp lifier must be used.
amplifier (Cat. No. The selector switch is set to the 30 ips position and the
69107-14) amplifier is aligned in the normal manner.

The normal output of the Direct reproducing amplifier is
coupled to the normal input to the recording amplifier.

The tape dubbing i nput at iS is taken to front panel jack
TP3. The input to the line driver is taken to TP3.

The amplifier is plugged into any spare slot in the ES-I®
electronics tray which forms part of the tape machine
(Ite m 2— I) hardware.

2—4 Eight channel line driver Comments as for Item 1—3 apply.
Onl y one channel of the line driver is required for transfer

of the speech dat a.

2—5 Eight channel line Comments as for Item 1—4 apply. Only one channel of the
receiver line receiver is required for transfer of the speech data.

2—6 Attenuator Comments as for Item 1—8 apply.

2—7 Ampex FM reproducing Comments as for Item 1—9 apply.
amplifier (Cat. No. The normal output of the FM reproducing amplifier is
69 108) fItted with connected to the input of the Direct recording amp lifier
60 ips filter plug-in (Item 2—8).
(Cat. No. 46390-H)

2—8 Ampex Direct recording The Direct recording amplifier is adjusted in the normal
amplifier (Cat. No. manner. The normal input of this amplifier is con-
69279F) nected to the normal output of the FM reproducing

amplifier.
As for conventional recording, the amp lifier is plugged

into the appropriate slot in the ES-I® electronics tray
which forms part of the tape machine (Item 2—9) hard-
ware.

2—9 Ampe x Model FRI200 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode.
(or FRI26O) tape
machine
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1.3 Hardware for cop ring Tapes Recorded in Digital Form
Refer to hardware configuration of Figure 3.

Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

3—I A mpex Model FR 1260 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode but
(or FRI200) tape the recording head cable from th e ES-I® electronics
machine tray is disconnected and a dummy shorting connector

is inserted at the rear.

3—2 Ampex Direct repro- The amp lifier is fitted wi th  a special plug-in (refe r to
ducing amplifier Fi gures 8b and 25a , and Section 4 of text) developed
(Cat. No. 69105) with at A R L  to provide flat amp litude versus frequency
special plug-in in response (in contrast to that provided when the equalize r
place of the equalizer is used). The output of the amp lifier is adjusted to about

I ~4 V peak.
As for conventional reproducing, the amp lifier is plugged

into the appropriate slot in the ES-I® electronics tray
which forms part of the tape machine (Item 3—I ) hard-
ware.

3—3 A mpex FM recording The selector switch is set to the 60 ips position and the
amplifier (Cat. No. amplifier ali gned in the nor mal manner.
69 107-14 [or The output of the Direct reproducing amp lifier is coup led
69107-1 5]) to the FM recording amplifier input.

The TP3 jack is internall y connected to the J4 output
which is coup led to the line driver input.  In order to
obtain an output  at TP3 the procedure detailed in 3—I
must be adhered to. The TP3 output is coupled to the
line driver input.

The amp lifier is plugged into any spare slot in the ES-I®
tray which forms part of the tape machine (Item 3—I)
hardware .

3—4 Ei ght channel line driver Comments as for item 1—3 app l y.

3—5 Ei ght channel line Comments as for Item 1—4 app l y.
receiver

3—6 Attenuator Comments as for Item 1—8 apply.

3—7 Ampex FM reproducing Comments for Item 1—9 app ly.
amplifier (Cat. No. The or tput of the FM reproducing amp lifier is connected
69108) fitted with to the input of the di gital reproducing amp lifier.
60 i ps filter plug-in
(Cat. No. 46390- I I )

3—8 Digital reproducing Amplifiers ’ have previousl y been developed for handl ing
amp lifier data recorded in N R Z  or RZ code (separate amplifiers

are used for each).
The front panel mounted switch is set to 60 i ps.
The am plifie r is p l ugged directl y i nto any spare slot in a

standard Ampex ES-I® electronics tray, and is desi gned
to be operated from the supp l y rails provided.
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Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

3—9 Digital recording Refer to Section 4 of text.
amp lifi er Hardware has been developed at A RL for this app lication.

The am plifier is plugged , as for conventional reproduction ,
into the appropriate slot in the ES-I® electronics tray
which forms part of the tape machine (Item 3—10)
ha rdware .

3—10 Ampex Model FRI200 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode.
(or FR 1260) tape
machine

1.4 Hardware for Transmitting Analogue Signals to Remotely Located Tape Recorder

Refer to hardware configuration of Figure 4.

Item Detail Comm ents
ref. no.

4—I Ampex FM recording The amplifier is aligned in the normal manner.
amplifier (Cat. No. Analogue signals to be transmitted are taken to the normal
69107-14 inputs of the amp lifiers which plug into an A mpex
[or 69107- 15]) ES-I® Record Tray Assembly (Cat. No. 69570-Il)

located at the remote data acquisition site. More
details on this hardware are given in Appendix 3.

The recording ampl ifier ou tp u t may be taken from the
TP3 jack (which must be connected internally to the J4
post on the amplifier), or from connectors J2 or J3
which are mounted on the front panel of the Power
Unit (A ppendix 3) which forms an essential part of the
remote data transmitter hardware. Low value resistors
(100 ohm) mounted in the Power Unit are connected
across the “head” outputs. The Power Unit is inter-
connected with the ES-I® electronics tray assembl y via
connectors at the rear. More details are g ive n in
App endix 3.

4—2 Eight channel line Comments as for Item 1—3 apply.
driver

4—3 Eight channel line Comments as for Item 1—4 apply.
receiver

4—4 Ampex FM recording Comments as for Item 1—5 apply.
amplifier

4—5 Ampex Model FR 1260 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode.
(or FRI 200) tape
machine
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1.5 Hardware for Transmitting Digital Signals to Remoteb’ Located Tape Recorder

Refer to hardware confi guration of Figure 5.

Ite m Detail Comments
ref. no.

5—1 Input network Hardware has been manufactured at ARL for this
app lication (refer to Fi gures 8c and 25b, and to Section
4 of text). The network is desi gned to accept TTL
(transistor—transistor—log ic) level input signals. It
typ ically provides an output of 2 ’6 V peak to peak
for the FM recording amp lifier.

5—2 Ampex FM recording Comments as for Item 4—I app ly but the selector switch
amplifier is set to 60 ips for all data transmissions.

5—3 Ei ght channel line Comments as for Item 1—3 app l y.
driver

5—4 Ei ght channel line Comments as for Item 1—4 apply.
receiver

5—5 Attenuator Comments as for Item 1—8 app l y.

5—6 Ampex FM reproducing Comments for Item 1-9 appl y.
amp li fier (Cat. No. The output of the FM reproducing amplifier is con-
69108) fitted with nected to the input TP3 of the di gital reproducing
ó0i ps filter pl ug-in amplifier.
(Cat. No. 46390- I I)

5—7 Digital reproduci ng Comments as for Item 3—8 app l y.
amp lifier

5—8 Digital recordi n g Com ments as for Item 3—9 apply.
amplifier

5—9 Ampex Model FR 1260 The machine is set to operate in the recording mode.
(or FRI200) tape
machine
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APPENDIX 2

Land Line and Termination

2.1 Land Line

General details on the cable installation at these laboratories are given in Figure 6. All
main cables external to buildings (i.e. cables designated CBL. I to CBL.4 in Figure 6) contain
ten individual smaller cables each comprising a twisted pair surrounded via a shield and a jacket
(for insulation purposes). An insulated sing le core “comm unications ” wi re and an overall outer
shield are included together with the twisted pai r cables. The cable is a type IOI ED I 83 of Nylex
manufacture and has an outer diameter of I P66 cm.

Approximate lengths of the main cables are given in the following table.

Cable Approximate length

CBL.I 65 m
CBL.2 145 m
CBL.3 65 m
CBL.4 92 m

Junction boxes JB I and JB2 (Fig. 6) are mounted on external walls of buildings. CBL.4
from the roll-up cable dispenser may be plugged into either junction box in place of CBL.I ,
CR1.2 or CBL.3 as required.

Connectors (Fi g. 6) are of the types tabulated below.

Reference Description

J2, J3, J4, J5, J8 (also il , J6 Plug, chassis mounting, 37 pin , Cannon type MS3102E28-
and J7 on adaptors) 2 1 P

P 1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 Socket , cable mounting, 37 pin , Cannon type MS3106E28-
2lS with extension shell manufactured according to A R L
Dwg. No. SK900I .

For convenience the wires associated with each twisted pair cable are designated Hi (white
wire), Lo (black wire) and Shd (shield). A particular wire in one of the twisted pair cables is
identified in the form 7-Hi meaning the Hi wire in the seventh twisted pair. (There are ten twisted
pairs referenced I to 10.) The following table gives details relevant to the pin connections for all
the connectors mentioned in the above table. In the case of the junction boxes , connectors J2
and J3 (Fig. 6) in JBI , and connectors J4 a nd J5 in JB2 are interwired with li ghter duty twisted
pair cable (Raychem type 44A l 121-22-9-0-9).

Pin connections for all plugs and sockets indicated in Figure 6 are given in the following
table.
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Con nector Connector
Pin No. Connected to Pin No. Connected to

(J l ~i8, P 1 ~P7) (ii -~J8, P1 —~P7)

A I-Hi (white wire) a 8-Hi (white wire )
B I-b (black wire) b Aux -Hi  (orange wire)
C 2-Hi (white wire) c
D 2-b (black wire) d
E 9-Lo (black wi re) e Aux-Shd (outer shield)
F l-Shd f 4-b (black wire)
G lO-Shd g 7-Lo (black wire )
H 2-Shd h 7-Shd
i 3-Hi (white wire) j 6-Shd
K 9-Hi (white wire) k 5-Shd
L 9-Shd m 5-Hi (white wire )
M 10-Hi (white wire) n 7-Hi (white wire )
N lO-Lo (black wire) p 6-Lo (black wire)
P 3-Shd r 6-Hi (whit e wire)
R 3-Lo (black wire) s 5-b (black wire )
S 8-Lo (black wire)
T 8-Shd
U
V
w
X 4-Shd
Z 4-Hi (white wire)

Hardware details for the juction boxes JBI and JB2 (Fi g. 6) are given in ARL drawings
Nos. 10197 , 16879 and 16880.

2.2 Land Line Termination

For convenience of connection to line drivers, line receivers or other signal sources the line
is terminated i n “Transmissio n Line Adaptors ” (TLA I , TLA2 and TLA3 in association with the
Ampex FRI 260 tape machine , the Ampex FR 1200 tape machine and the remote data transmitter
respectively as indicated in Fi gure 6). The adaptors , which have been ma nufactured at these
laboratories each occupy a standard 10-Scm (4~ in.) by 17~8cm (7 in.) panel space. The line
may be plugged directly into chassis mounted connectors JI , J6 and J7 (Fig. 6) respectively
which are mounted at the rear of the adaptors.

Each conductor in the transmission line is interwired via the adaptor to jacks mounted on
th e front panel. Alternative signal input /output connections are provided by front pa nel mounted
connectors JI and 12 (Fig. 7). These connectors (which are not to be confused with J I  and J2
of Figure 6) are interwired with the jacks. JI provides for convenient connection to line driver
outp uts or line receiver inputs whereas J2 provides for convenient connection to remote
control6 circuits.

The components used in the adaptors are listed in the following table.
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Reference Location Description

Jacks labelled Front Panel (i) For TLAI and TLA3 (Fig. 6)
‘Hi” Jack , Johnson Co., Minnesota , Cat. No. l05-0601-

001, white.
(ii) For TLA2

Socket, banana , Selling Lee, 4 mm , white.

Jacks labelled Front panel (i) For TLAI and TLA3
“Shd” Jack , Johnson Co., Minnesota , Cat. No. 105-0603-

001, black.
(ii) For TLA2

Socket, banana , Selling Lee, 4 mm , black.

Jacks labelled Front panel (i) For TLAI and TLA3
‘Gnd” Jack , Johnson Co., Mi nnesota , Cat. No. 105-0604-

001, green.
(ii) For TLA2

Socket, banana , Selling Lee, 4 mm , green.

Jacks labelled Front panel (i) For TIA I and TLA3
“Lo” Jack , Johnson Co., Minnesota , Cat. No. 105-06 10-

001, blue.
(ii) Socket, banana, Selling Lee, 4 mm , blue.

J I Front panel Socket , 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25S.
(front panel

marking)

32 Front panel Socket, 9 pin, sub-miniature, Cannon type DE-9S.
(front panel

marking)

Heavy duty Rear panel Plug, chassis mounting, 37 pin , Cannon type MS3 102
rear panel E28-2 I P.
connector

(referred to as
JI , iS and J7
in Figure 6)
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Details of the interconnections in the Transmission Line Adaptors (TbA I to TLA3) are
given in the following table.

Connected to Connected to
Rear pa nel Rear panel

connector pi n Front panel Front panel connector pin Front panel Front panel
jack con nector j ack con nector

A I-Hi i l - I  a 8-Hi JI -24
B 1-bo J l - 2 b Aux-Hi 12-4
C 2-Hi J l - l 5  c
D 2-bo J l - l6  d
E 9-bo J2-2 e Aux-Shd J2-9
F l-Shd J I - 14 f 4.-bo J l - 19
G l0-Shd J2-3 g 7-b J I - I l
H 2-Shd J 1-3 h 7-Shd J 1-23
J 3-Hi J l-4 j 6-Slid J l -9
K 9-Hi J2-l k 5-Shd JI -2 0
1 9-Shd J2-6 m 5-Hi Jl-7
M 10- Hi J2-7 n 7-Hi il -U )
N 10-b J2-8 p 6-bo JI -22
P 3-Shd J I - l 7  r 6-Hi J l -2 1
R 3-bo il-S s 5-bo JI-8
S 8-Lo 11-25
T 8-Shd J l - I 2
U
V
w
X 4-Shd J l -6
Z 4-Hi J l- 18

All front panel mounted jacks labelled “GN D” are shorted together and connected to J 1- 13
and J2-5.
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APPENDIX 3

Details on Remote Data Transmitter Hardware

The remote data trans mi tter i s photographed i n Fi gure 12 and referred to in Section 2.
Essential hardware items are :

(i) an Ampex ES-I® electronics tray (capable of accepting 16 sing le width modules) wh ich
is powered from 11 5 V AC and provides regulated ± 12 V for the various modules;

(ii) a power unit (Figs. 10 and I l)which provides 115 V AC for the tray and which includes
other feat ures detailed below;

(iii) a transmission line adaptor (Appendix 2.2).
The line drivers (8 channel unit occupies one plug-in space) and the FM recording amp lifier ,

both of which are required at the transmitting end of the line as indicated in Figures 4 and 5,
plug directly into the tray.

Power derived from a stepdown transformer (240— I IS V AC) in the power unit is taken to
the ES-I® tray via connector J4 (Fi g. I I )  at the rear of that tray.

Normall y the FM recording amp lifiers provide current outputs for the recording heads in
th e tape machine. In this instance the head outputs taken to connectors J5 and J6 at the rear of
th e tray, need to be terminated with resistors for proper operation of the amplifiers. For con-
venience the resistors have been mounted in the power unit. Outputs of suitable level to be taken
to the line drivers , are made available on the front panel of that unit  at jacks JOH and JOb . etc.
These jacks may be used to interconnect the outputs of appropriate batches of FM recording
ampli fi ers with a line driver , when these amplifiers are plugged i n to appropr iate slots in the
ES-I® electronics tray. Connections to the front panel mounted jacks are as tabulated below :

Output Ampex ES-l00 Jack on front panel
designation edge connector * fro m of power unit to which

( Fig. I I )  which output is derived output is connected

0-b J200 (Aux A) JOL
0-Hi JOH

I-b J201 (CH .l) J IL
1-Hi J IH

2-Lo J202 (CH.2) J2L
2-Hi J2H

3-b J203 (CH.3) J3L
3-Hi J3H

4.-bo J204 (CH.4) J4L
4-Hi J4H

5-bo J205 (CH.5) J5L
5-Hi J5H

6-Lo J206 (CH.6) J6L
6-Hi J6H
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O u t p u t  Ampex I S-I0 O Jack on front panel
desi gnat ion edge connector * from of power un i t  to whi ch

(Fi g. I I )  which  out put  is derived ou tpu t  is connected

7-Lo J207 (CH.7)  J7L
7-Hi J7 H

8-Lo J208 (CH. 8) J8L
8-Hi J8H

9-Lo J209 (CH . 9) J9L
9-Hi J9H

lO-Lo J 2 1 0( ( H . l 0 )  i lO L
JO-Hi J I O H

I 1-Lo J 2 1 1 ( C f t l I )  J i l l
I l - H i  J I l H

12-Lo J 2 I 2 ( C H . 12) J I 2 L
12-Hi J I 2 H

13-b J 2 l 3 ( C H . 13) J 13b
13-I-l i J I 3 H

14-b i2 14 ( C H . l4 )  i14L
14-Hi J I 4 H

I S-b J 2 i 5 ( A u x  B) J I5 L
IS -H i J l S H

12 V  J I 6 P
COM J I 6 L

l 2 V  J I 6 N

* Refer to Dwg. No. 69 I 65H provided by Ampex. 7

Regulated outputs  ( ± 12 V) arc also made avai lable  at f ron t  panel mounted jacks as indi-
cated in the above table and Figure I I .

I npu t s  to the power uni t  are taken to connectior s i i . J2 and J3 (Fig.  I I )  mounted on the
rear of that  un i t .  Interconnect ions between i i . J2 and J3 on the  power u n i t ,  and J4 , IS  and J6
respectively on the Amp ex ES-I® electronics tra y .  are accomp lished with the cables detailed
be low .

(‘able reference Interconnects

CUL l  i i  on power un i t  wi th  J4 on ES-I® electronics tray
CBL.2 J2 on power un i t  with iS on ES-I® electronics tray
CBL.3 J3 on power uni t  with 16 on ES-I® electronics t ray
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Interconnection details for these cables are given below.
(I) CBL. I Interconnections

CBL, I connects P4 (mates with J4 on ES-i® electronics tray) to P1 (mates with JI on power
unit).

Interconnections Signal
________________ _____________— Description

Pin of p4* Pin of P1

H A 115V—Line l
J B 115 V—Line 2
R D CH.O —Hi
M E CH.O—Lo

* Pins N and P of P4 are joined together, and similarl y pins K and
L of P4 are joined together at the rear of the P4 connector.

(ii) CR1.2 Interconnections
CBL.2 connects PS (mates with iS on ES-I® electronics tray) to P2 (mates with J2 on power

unit).

Interconnections
____________________ ____________________ 

Signal
DescriptionPin of P5 Pin of P2

D I CH .13—Hi
J 2 CH . 13—Lo

SB 3 CH .lI—Shd
B 4 CH.9—Hi
F 5 CH.9—Lo

AA 6 CH.7—Shd
C 7 CH .5—Hi
H 8 CH .5—Lo

CC 9 CH .3—Shd
A 10 CH.l—Hi
E 11 CH.I—Lo
X 12 COM

13 No connection
DD 14 CH.13—Shd

L 15 CH .1l—Hi
R 16 CH . ll—Lo
W 17 CH.9—Shd
M 18 CH .7—Hi
5 19 CH .7—Lo
T 20 CH .5—Shd
K 21 CH .3—Hi
P 22 CH.3—Lo
N 23 CH .1—Shd
U 24 — l 2 V
Y 25 + l 2 V
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(ii i) CBL. 3 interco nnections
CBL.3 con nects P6 (mates with J6 on ES-I® electronics tray) to P3 (mates with J3 on power

unit).

Interconnections Signal
description

Pin of P6 Pin of P3

D I CH .14—Hi
J 2 CH.14—bo

BB 3 CH. 12—Shd
B 4 CH.l O—Hi
F 5 CH .lO—Lo

AA 6 CH.8—Shd
C 7 CH.6— I-I i
H 8 CH.6— Lo

CC 9 CH.4—Shd
A 10 CH .2—Hi
E I l  CH.2—bo
Z 1 2 CH.l5—bo
V 13 CH .I 5—Hi

DD 14 CH.l4— Shd
L 15 CH .I 2—Hi
R 16 CH. l2—Lo
W 17 CH.IO— Shd
M 18 CH .8—Hi
S 19 CH.8—bo
T 20 CH.6—Shd
K 21 CH .4-—Hi
P 22 CH.4 — Lo
N 23 CH.2—Shd

24 No connection
25 No connection

The 240 V AC mains input connector J 17 (Fi g. I I )  is mounted on the rear panel of the power
unit .

Compone nts (Fig. I I )  for the power unit are listed in the following table. Information on
component ide ntification (legend) is given in App endix 4.
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Components for power uni t  (incorporat ed in remote data transmitter) :

Legend l)’~scr ipt ion

Fl Fuse , Selling bee type bS7S holder . BeIJing Lee type b562/ IA fuse l ink .
SI Switch , toggle , double pole , changeover , Alco MST2 ISN.

LP I Indicator lamp, neon , Tel ite , 0 W . 240 V, FP7/CD/NR , red.
RI  -> R 16 Resistor , fixed , carbon , 100 ohm , Phil ips type CR 16 , 0 125 W , 5~~,.

TI Transformer , step down , 250 V primary,  115 V secondary, 100 W,
A & R Tra nsformers Pty. Ltd. Part No . 2 164 .

PCBI , PCB2 Printed circuit board , special.
J I  Socket , chassis , Cannon type K PTO2EIO-6S.

J2 , J3 Plug, 25-pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25P.
JOb ~J l 6 L  Jack , Johnson Co., Cat. No. 105-0603-00 1 , black.

JOH ~J l 5H Jack , Johnson Co., Cat. No. 1 05-0601-00 1 , white.
i l 6 N  Jack , Johnson Co., Cat. No. 105-06 10-00 1 , blue.
J 16P Jack , Johnson Co., Cat. No. 105-0602-00 1 , red.
.117 Plug, chassis , Cannon type XLR -LNE-32.
P 1 Socket , cable , Can non type K PTO6AIO-6S.

P2 , P3 Socket , 25-p in , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25S.
P4 Socket , cable , Winchester , 26 contact , type XMRE2 6S-GIA SOO .

P5, P6 Plug, cable , Winchester , 26 contact , type XMRE26P-G IC500 .
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APPENDIX 4
Component Lists

The following tables list the components used in various circuits detailed in this repor t.
Components used on these circuits have been given an identification label (or legend) consisting of a
letter prefix followed by a number. The letter prefix identifies the class of component as indicated
in the following table:

Class of component Letter prefix

Resistor R
Capacitor C
Tra nsformer T
Diode CR
Transistor or Integrated Circuit Q
Switch S
Cable Mounted Con nector P
Chassis Mounted Connector J
Fuse F
Printed Circuit Board PCB
Terminal TM
Headset HS
Battery B
Battery Holder BH
Wire or Cable W

The number following the letter prefix identifies the particular component of the specified
class.

Resistance and capacitance values given in the component lists (and also marked on the
circuit diagrams) are respectively in ohm and picofarad (where K = 10~ and M = 106). Thus
a capacitance value desi gnated 4 ’7 K means 4700 picofarad and a capacitance designated 22 M
means 22 microfarad.
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4.! Components for Line Driver

Legend Value Descri ption

RI 56 Resistor , fixed , glass-tin-oxide , sty le R FGS-F, Electrosil .
R2 56 As for RI
R3 470K As for R I
R4 33K As f o r R l .
R5 15K As f o r R l .
R6 I® As f o r R l .
R7 3~9K As f o r R l .
R8 47K As for R I .
R9 39K As f o r R l .

R I O  3 ’9K As for RI .
R I l  22 As for R l .
R 12 22 As f o r R l .
R 13 I® As f o r R l .
R 14 I® As f o r R l .

CI 56K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon typ e VK33BW473 .
C2 22M Capacitor , fixed , electrolytic , tantalum , I6VW , ITT TAG

series.
C3 22M As for C2.
C4 10K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type VK33BW IO3.
C5 10K As for C4.
C6 56K As f o r C l .
C7 1K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type VK33BWI O2

Ql Transistor , silicon , NPN , type AY I 103.
Q2 Transistor , silicon. PNP , type A’, I 104.
Q3 Transistor , silicon , NPN , type AY I  103.

TI Transformer , Mullard Vinkor type bA25 I 7 core, primary
(wound first) 460 turns 38B&S, transformer case con-
nected to finish of primary winding, secondary 92 turns

92 turns 34 B&S, layer of insulation between primary
and secondary.

J I H  to J8H Jack , for 0-080 inch dia. plug, E. F. Johnson Co. Cat No.
105-0851-00 1 , white.

J I b  to J8b As for J I H  to J8H but Cat. No. 105-0853-00 1 , black.
J9 Plug, 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25P.
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4.2 Components for Line Receiver

Legend Value Descri ption

RI 100 Resistor, fixed, glass-tin-oxide, style RFG5-F, Electrosil.
R2 I® As for RI .
R3 10K As f o r R l .
R4 10K As for R l.
R5 l ’ 2K As f o r R l .
R6 91 As for RI .
R7 91 As f o r R l .

Cl 100K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic, Vitramon type CKO6BX 104 .
C2 lOO K As for Cl.
C3 10 K Capacitor , fixed , ceram ic, Vitra mon type VK33BW IO3.
C4 10K As for C3.
CS 22M Capacitor , fixed , electrol ytic , tantalum , I 6VW , ITT TAG

series.
C6 22 M As for C6.
C7 lOO K As fo rC l .

QI Integrated circuit , voltage comparator , type LM3I ID , 14
pin dual-in-line package, mount in socket.

JI  H to J8H Jack , for O’080 inch dia. plug, E. F. Johnson Co., Cat. No.
105-0857-001 , yellow:

J I L  to J8L As for J I H  to J8H but Cat. No. 105-0853-001, black.
J9 Plug, 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25P.

4.3 Components for Frequency Divider

Legend Val ue . Descri ption

RI  100 Resistor , fixed , glass-tin-oxide , sty le RFG5-F, Electrosil .
R2 10 As f o r R l .
R3 10 As for R I.
R4 I® As for R I .
R5 10K As f o r R l .
R6 10K As for RI .
R7 10K As for RI .
R8 10 K As f o r R l .
R9 1 8 K As for R l .

R I O  I~ 8K As f o r R l .
R I l  I ’2K As f o r R l .
R 12 l ’2K As f o r R l .
R 13 4 7 K As for R I.
R l 4  10K As for R I.
R 15 10K As for R l .
R l6 4 7 K As for R l .
R 17 1 2 K As f o r R l .
R l 8  l~ 2K As f o r R l .
R I 9  1K As f o r R l .
R20 390 As f o r R i .
R2 l 33 As for RI .
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Legend Val ue Descri ption

CI lOO K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type VK33BXI O4 .
C2 lOOK As fo rC l .
C3 lOOK As for Cl.
C4 lOO K As f o r C l .
CS 330 Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type VK23BX33 1.
C6 330 As for CS.
C7 lOO K As f o r C l .

‘
I..- C8 100 Capacitor , fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type VK23BXI OI.

C9 100 As for C8.
ClO lOOK As f o r C l .
C I I  lOOK As f o r C l .
C12 lOOK As fo rC l .
Cl3 lOOK As for Cl .
C14 6~8M Capacitor , fixed , electrolytic , tantalum , Sprague type 196D ,

3SVW.
C15 6~8M As for Cl4.
Cl6 10 K Capacitor , fixed , ceramic, Vitramon type V K33BX 103.
C17 10K As for CI6.

CR1 Diode, silicon , Zener, 5~ l V. BZY88.
CR 2 As f o r C R l .

QI Integrated circuit , voltage comparator , type b M 3 I I H , 8-
pin T05 package , mount in socket.

Q2 As f o r Q l .
Q3 Integrated circuit , 4-bit binary counter , type SN74L93N ,

14-pin dual-in-line package .
Q4 As for Q3.
Q5 Integrated circuit , dual D-typc edge t ri ggered fli p flop, type

SN74L74N , 14 pin dual-in-line package.
Q6 Transistor , silicon , PNP , type 2N425O.
Q7 As for Q6.

SI Switch , sing le pole , 8-position (but 6 positions only used),
ERG type DIb switch 16 , 16-pin dual-in-line package.

S2 As f o r S l .
J I FI  to J8H Jack, for 0 080 inch dia. plug, E. F. Johnson Co., Cat. No.

105-0857-001 , yellow.
i l L  to J8b As for J I H  to J81-1 but Cat. No. 105-0853-001, black.

J9 Plug, 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25P.
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4.4 Components for NRZ Digital Recording Amp! j fler

Legend Value Descri ption

RI  10 Resi stor , fixed , glass-tin-oxide , sty le RFG 5-F, Elect rosil.
R2 10 As for R I .
R3 10 As for R I .
R4 I l K  As f o r R l .
R5 I ’8K  As f o r R l .
R6 l ’8 K As f o r R l .
Ri 47K As f o r R l .
R8 1K As f o r R l .
R9 1K As for R l .
R IO 1K As for R l .
R I I  1K As f o r R l .
R 12 2 -2K As for R I .
R I 3  330 As for R I .
R 14 820 As for R I.
R 15 820 As for R l .
Rl6 470 Resistor, fixed, glass-tin-oxide, style CS, Electrosil.
R 17 470 As f o r R l 6 .

Cl 22M Capacitor , fixed , electrol ytic , tantalum , I6VW , ITT TAG
series.

C2 22M As for CI .
C3 lOOK Capacitor, fixed , ceramic , Vitramon type CKO6BX 104 .
C4 lOOK As for C2.

CR 1 Diode, silicon , type 0A2O2.
CR2 As for CR1.

QI Transistor , silicon , NPN , type AY6 IOI .
Q2 Transistor , silicon , PNP , type AY6 102.
Q3 As for Q2.
Q4 As f o r Q l .
Q5 As for Q2.

TPI Test point , white , Amp Part No. 3-582 118-9.
TP2 Test point , black , Amp Part No. 3-582 118-4.
TP3 Test point , yellow, Amp Part No. 3-582 118-0.

ii Plug, chassis mounted , Kings type KM-7 l-O4 .
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4.5 Components for Headset Intercom

Legend Description

R I Resistor, fixed , 330 ohm , glass-tin-ox ide, sty le RFGS-F, Electrosil.

T i Transformer, audio , miniature , multi-ratio , Fortiphone type M M I B ,
turns ratio as indicated in the following table:

Win di ng Relative turns

BC

C, D

Vz I

JI Socket , chassis, sub-miniature, Cannon DE-9S.
J2 As f o r J l .
J3 Socket, Oxley, miniature , red , type 60P/l 56.
J4 Socket, Oxley, miniature , black , type 60P/ l 56

TM I Terminal , yellow, Acme Part No. C42-0 I .
TM2 Terminal , black , Acme Part No. C42-Ol.

BI to 84 Battery, dry, I ~5 V, size AA , Ever Ready type lOI S .
BH Battery holder , National , holds four 1015 cells. (Battery harness adaptor

with leads also included.)

HS Headset , STC, type 4408A.
WI Cable, connecting, STC, type 04/030.
P 1 Plug, cable, sub-miniature , Cannon DE-9P.
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APPENDIX 5

Master Printed Circuit Board Interconnections

The master printed circuit board is a general purpose board which will accommodate:
(i) eight line driver units (Fig. 13); or

(ii) eight line receiver units (Fig. 17); or
(iii) four dual frequency divider units (Fig. 20).
Each of these units is fitted with pins which are soldered directl y to the master board .
The master board includes 22 edge contacts which mate with the 22 pin edge connectors

contained in the Ampex ES-I® electronics tray. A standard front panel (Ampex Part No.
6922 5-il) and a module shield assembly (Ampex Part No. 69162-Il)  are attached to the master
board so that a module which will plug directl y into an Ampex ES-I® electronics tray results.

Power for the units (which are soldered to the master board ) is derived from the 22 pin
mating edge connector in the electronics tray. All inputs and outputs are accessible from the
front panel which is specially drilled , labelled and fitted with appropriate connectors. Front
panels for each of the three assemblies (i)—(iii) as indicated above are identical (apart from
the name). in the case of the line drivers eight front panel mounted jacks II  H—J8H (Appendix 4)
and associated “common ” jacks J I L—J8L allow the inputs to be coupled to the line drivers , and
a 25 pin connector J9 (Appendix 4) allows the outputs to be coupled to the twisted pair line via
a Transmission Line Adaptor (Appendix 2.2). For the line receivers the arrangement is reversed
(inputs enter via 19 and the outputs are taken via the jacks). For the frequency dividers the inputs
and outputs conform to the same arra ngement as used for the line receivers.

Basically the master board transfers signal inputs , signal outputs and power supplies to
locations compatible with the “solder-in ” units. In the master board layout of Figure IS , eight
equal “areas ” are specified as AR I—AR8.  For each of these areas connection points 1—7 (and
also 2* which is internall y connected to point 2 on the master board) are indicated. When any
of the units is to be connected to the master board , input , output and power suppl y pins are
soldered to the corresponding points on the master board.

For convenience the line drivers are designated LD I— LD8 , and the line receivers as LR I —
bR8. Similarl y the dual frequency divider units are designated as FDI—FD4.

Each of th~ line drivers (LDI—bD8) is allocated an area A R I— A R 8  respectively, and
similarl y for the line receivers. In the case of the frequency dividers (dual) two areas are required
for each unit .  For FDI areas A R I  and AR2 are allocated ; for FD2 areas AR3 and AR4 , and
so on. Terminal points marked on the frequency divider circuit (Fi g. 20) are identified as “3a”
and “3b”, etc. Points with an “a” identifier are terminated in an “odd” area (AR I—AR7) and
those with a “b” identifier are terminated in the corresponding “even ” area (AR2.-AR8) .

Inputs and outputs from the units are transferred to points in close proximity to the front
panel connectors via the master printed circuit. These points are designated X l—X 16 and Yl—Y24
respectively as indicated in the master board layout of Figure IS. They are connected to the
front panel jacks (ii H—J8H and J I L—J8b) and to the 25-pin plug (19) via flexible wires. Details
of input  and output connections from the front panel , via the printed circuit tracks on the master
board , to the various “solder-in ” units are given in the following table.
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Front Flexible Maste r board Connections to various units
panel wire t rack

connection connection connection Line Line Frequency
to to driver receiver div ider

XI A R t - I  LDI - l LR I- l  FD I - la
(input) (output) (output I)

JI-L X2 AR I -2 (2*) LD I -2 L R I -2  FDI~2a*
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output I corn.)

J2-H X3 AR2- I LD2- 1 LR2- I FD I - lb
(input) (output) (output  2)

J2-L X4 AR2-2 (2*) LD2-2 LR2-2 FDl~2b*
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output 2 corn.)

13-H X5 AR3- 1 LD3-I LR3-l FD2-la
(inp ut) (output) (output 3)

J3-L X6 AR3-2 (2*) LD3-2 LR3-2 FD2~2a*
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output 3 corn.)

14-H X7 AR4- 1 LD4-I LR4 -l FD2-1b
(input) (output)  (output 4)

J4-L X8 AR4-2 (2*) LD4-2 LR4-2 FD2~2b*
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output 4 corn.)

15-H X9 ARS-l LD5-l LRS-l FD3-la
(input) (output) (output 5)

J5-L X (0 AR5-2 (2*) bD5-2 LR5-2 FD3~2a*
(inp ut corn.) (output corn.) (output S corn.)

J6-H X l i  AR6-) LD6- 1 LR6- l FD3-lb
(input) (output) (output 6)

J6-L X l2  AR6-2 (2*) LD6-2 LR6-2 FD3~2b*
(i nput corn.) (output corn.) (output 6 corn.)

17-H X l 3  AR7- l LD7- i LR7- l FD4-la
(input) (output) (output 7)

J7-L Xl4 AR7-2 (2*) LD7-2 LR7-2 FD4-2a*
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output 7 corn.)

18-H XIS AR8- I LD8-l LR8-) FD4-lb
(input) (output) (oututp 8)

J8-L X16 AR8-2 (2*) LD8-2 bR8-2 FD4-2b~
(input corn.) (output corn.) (output S corn.)

19-I Yl AR I -3  LDI -3 LRI- 3 FDI-3a
(output I)  (input I)  (input I)

J9-2 Y 12 AR I - 5 bDl-S LR I-5 FD 1-5a
(output 2) (input 2) (input I corn.)

19-3 Y8 AR2-4 bD2-4 LR2-4
(output corn.) (input corn.)

J9-4 Y7 AR3-3 bD3-3 LR3-3 FD2-3a
(output I) (input I) (input 3)

J9-5 Y6 AR3-5 LD3-5 LR3-S FD2-5a
(output 2) (input 2) (input 3 corn.)

J9-6 Y2 AR4 -4 bD4-4 LR4-4
(output corn.) (input corn.)

19-7 Y 14 AR5-3 LDS-3 LRS-3 FD3-3a
(outp ut I) (input 1) ( input  5)

.19-8 YI6 ARS-5 LD5-5 bR5-5 FD3-5a
(output 2) (input 2) (input 5 corn.)

19-9 Y l 7  AR6.4 LD6-4 bR6-4
__________ __________ __________ 

(output corn.) (input corn.) 
_____________
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Front Flexible Master board Connections to various units
panel wire track

connection connection connection Line Line Frequency
to to Driver receiver divider

J9-l0 Y22 AR7-3 LD7-3 bR7-3 FD4-3a
(output I ) (i nput I)  (input 7)

J9- lI  Y 2l AR7-5 bD7-5 bR7-5 FD4-Sa
(output 2) (input 2) (input 7 com.)

J9-l2 Y23 AR8-4 LD8-4 LR8-4
(output corn.) (input corn.)

J9- 13 N.C.*l
19-14 Y l I  AR I -4 LD I-4 LR I -4

(output corn.) (input corn.)
J9- 15 Y4 AR2-3 LD2-3 LR2-3 FD I-3b

(output I) ( input I) ( inpu L 2)
J9-16 Y9 AR 2-5 LD2-5 LR2-5 FDI-5b

(output 2) (inp ut 2) (input 2 corn.)
J9- l7 Y5 AR3-4 LD3-4 LR3-4

(output corn.) (input corn.)
J9- 18 Yb AR4-3 LD4-3 bR4-3 FD2-3b

(output I) (input I) (input 4)
J9-19 Y3 AR4-5 LD4-5 LR4-5 FD2-5b

(output 2) (input 2) (input 4 corn.)
J9-20 Yl5 AR5-4 LD5-4 LRS-4

(output corn.) (input corn.)
19-21 Y 19 AR6-3 LD6-3 LR6-3 FD3-6b

(output 1) (input I) (input 6)
J9-22 Y18 AR6-S LD6-S LR6-5 FD3-Sb

(output 2) (input 2) (input 6 corn.)
19-23 Y20 AR7-4 LD7-4 bR7-4

(output corn.) (input corn.)
J9-24 Y l 3  AR8-3 bD8-3 bR8 -3 FD4-3h

(output  I ) ( i nput  I )  ( input  8)
J9-25 Y24 A R8-5 LDS-5 LR8- 5 FD4-5b

(output 2) (input 2) (input 8 corn.)

*1 No connection.
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Details of power supply connections from the printed circuit board edge connector are
given in the following table.

Derived from Master board Connections to various units
Suppl y printed track

line circuit board connection Line Line Frequency
edge pin to driver receiver divider

+ 12 V 10 ARI -6 , AR2-6, LDI-6, LD2-6, LRI -6 , LR2-6, FDI-6a ,
AR3-6, AR4-6, LD3-6, LD4-6, LR3-6, LR4-6, FD2-6a ,
AR5-6, AR6-6, LD5-6, LD6-6, LR5-6, LR6-6, FD3-6a ,
AR7-6, A R8-6 LD7-6, LD8-6 LR7-6, LR8-6 FD4-6a

— 12 V  9 ARI-7 , AR2-7 , LDI-7 , LD2-7, LRI- 7 , LR2-7 , FDI-7a ,
AR3-7, AR4-7, LD3-7, LD4-7, LR3-7, LR4-7, FD2-7a,
AR5-7, AR6-7, LDS-7, LD6-7, LR5-7, LR6-7, FD3-7a ,
AR7-7, AR8-7 LD7-7 , LD8-7 LR7-7, LR8-7 FD4-7a

COM 3, 13, 21 AR I -2 , AR2-2 , LDI- 2, LD2-2, LR I -2 , LR2-2 , 
— 

FDl~2a*,
FDl~2b*,

AR3-2, AR4-2, LD3-2, LD4-2, LR3-2 , LR4-2, FD2~2a*,
FD2-2bt ,

AR5-2, AR6-2, LD5-2, LD6-2, LR5- 2, LR6-2, FD3~2a*,
FD3~2b*,

AR7-2, AR8-2 LD7-2, LD8-2 LR7-2 , LR8-2 FD4~2a*,
FD4-2b*

In the case of the line dri vers (Fi g. 13) transformer TI and resistors RI 3  and R 14 are
soldered di rectly to the master board.
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APPENDIX 6

Hardware Configuration for Low Pass Filtering of Recorded Data
without the Production of a Tape Copy

The following table gives details of the hardware required and the manner in which it m ust
be interconnected for low pass filtering of recorded data (without the production of an inter-
mediate tape copy). A circle with enclosed number at the top left hand corner of the hardware
block (Fig. 23) allows identification of that item in the table.

Item Detail Comments
ref. no.

I Ampex Model FR 1260 The machine is set to operate in the reproducing mode.
tape machi ne. To extract the required pre-arnplifler outputs the cable

from the pre-amp lifier , which normall y plugs into
iS at the rear of the Ampex ES-IOO reprod ucing tray,
is disconnected from iS. Interconnection with the
frequency divider is achieved using a speciall y pre-
pared cable (cable Lb3 detailed in Appendix 7)
which mates with the pre-arnplifier cable.

2 Eight channel frequency Hardware has been developed at ARL for this applica-
divider (refer to Section tion. it is plug ged directl y i nto any spare slot in a
3.3 of text) standard Ampex ES- IOO electronics tray, and is

desi gned to operate from the supply rails provided.
Frequency division factors of 20 to 2~ may be inde-
pendently selected via six position switches associ-
ated with each channel.

3 Attenuator A simple eight channel attenuator unit (Figs. 8a and
23) has been man ufactured.

4 A mpex FM reproducing An appropriate plug-in filter is selected and the card is
amplifier (Cat. No. aligned for the modulated carrier resulting after
69108). freq uency division. Inputs derived from the atten-

uator are coupled to the TP3 inputs (internall y con-
nected to J2 in this case) accessible from the front
panels of the reproducing amp lifiers.
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APPENDIX 7

Special Cables for Hardware interconnections

Details of cables manufactured specificall y for interconnection of hardware referred to in
this report are given in this section. Information on the heavy duty transmission line cable is
given in Appendix 2.1 and that on cables used in the Remote Data Transmitter in Appendix 3.

Basicall y the cables may be divided into two classes:
(a) multi-conductor cables;
(b) sing le conductor “patch” cables.
For ease of identification the multi-conductor cables have been marked with a cable

reference number (Lb I , etc., where the “Lb” ide ntifier signifies that  the cable is for use with the
land l ine hardware).

Details on con nectors and wire used in the various cables are given in the following tables.
Subsequentl y such connectors and wire will be referred to via the identifiers defined in these
tables.

Cable Connector Details

identifier Descri ption

P 1 Plug, cable mounted , 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25P
P2 Socket , cable mounted , 25 pin , sub-miniature , Cannon type DB-25S
P3 Plug, cable mounted , sub-miniature , E. F. Johnson Co., Cat. No. 105-0777-00 1 ,

yellow
P4 Plug, cable mounted , sub-miniature , E. F. iohnson Co., Cat. No. 105-O773-OOI ,

black
PS Plug, cable mounted , Winchester , 26 contact , type X MRE26P-GiC500
P6 Socket , Winchester , 26 contact , type XMRE26S- G2C5OO
P7 Socket , sub-miniature , Cannon DE-9S
P8 Plug, sub-miniature , Cannon DE-9P
P9 Plug, cable moun ted , sub-miniature , E. F. Johnson Co., Cat. No. 105-077 1-001,

white

Cable Wire Details

Identifier Descri ption

W I Cable , twisted pair (black and white insulation respectively) shielded , R aychem
type 44A 1 12 1-22-9-9

W 2 Cable , single core, insulated , Raychem type 44A0I 11- 22-9.
W3 Cable, 4 conductors , STC, ty pe 04/030
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(a) Multi-conductor Cables
(i)  Cable ILl  (terminated with P 1 and P2 connectors)
Cables of this typ e interconnect the line drivers or the line receivers to the Transmission

Line Adaptor front panel connector i l  (App endix 2.2). Wiring details are provided in the
following table.

Interconnections
Signal descri ption Wire details *

Pin o f P l  Pin of P2

I I Hi W I - I — W h i t e
2 2 l — Lo W I - I  — Black
3 3 2 — Shd WI- 2 —- Shie~d
4 4 3 — H i  W l-3 —White
5 5 3— Lo W l -3— Black
6 6 4—Shd WI-4 --Shie ld
7 7 5—Hi W I - S  White
8 8 5 — L o  WI-S  Black
9 9 6—Shd Wl-6  - Shield

10 10 7 — H i  WI- i  White
I I  I I  7 — L o  W l - 7  Black
12 12 8— -- Shd WI- S  Shield
13 13 Grou nd W2
14 14 I— Shd W I - I  Shield
IS IS 2—Hi WI-2 White
16 16 2—Lo Wl-2 —-- Black
17 17 3—Shd W l-3 ---Shield
18 18 4—Hi Wl-4 - White
19 19 4—Lo Wl-4—B lack
20 20 5— Shd WI-S—Shield
2 1 2 1 6—Hi Wl-6 -— Whit e
22 22 6—Lo Wl-6—B lack
23 23 7—Shd Wl-7— Shield
24 24 8—Hi Wl-8—White
25 25 8—Lo Wl-8—-Black

* Individual wires in a WI cable are indentified in the form
Wl-3 —— White , Wl-3— Black and Wl-3— Shield where the “3” is an
individual cable reference number (differs for each individual cable
within the composite cable).
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(ii) Cable LL2 (terminated at one end with a P2 connector and at the other with ei ght P3
connectors)

A cable of this type interconnects the line receiver output  and the frequency divider inputs .
Wiring details are provided in the following table.

Interconnections

P3 Signal Wire details
Pin of P2 connector pin descri ption *

- 
I P3- I l -—-- Hi W3 (marked with “ I ”  identifier)
2
3
4 P3-3 3— - Hi W3 (marked with  “3” identifier)
5
6
7 P3-S 5—Hi W3 (marked with “5” identifier)
8
9

10 P3-7 7— -Hi W3 (marked with “7” identifier)

12
13
14
IS P3-2 2 — H i  W3 (marked with “2” identifier)
16
17
18 P3-4 4— I-l i W3 (marked with  “4” identifi er)
19
20
2 1 P3-6 6- — H i  W3 (marked with “6” identifier)
22
23
24 P3-8 8— Hi W3 (maçked with “8” identifier)
25

* No connections are made to the “Lo” si gnal inputs .  In this instance it is
assumed that , because of the hi gh level si gnals involved , the return path through
the common power supp ly wil l  suffice.

(iii) Cable LL3 (a three connector harness which includes P2, P5 and P~ connectors)
This cable harness diverts the normal Ampex ES- IOO pre-amp l if l er outputs to the frequency

divider input (Section 3.3). All harness conductors are wired to the P6 connector which mates
with the pre-amplifier cable (normally plugged into the J5 [Ampex description] input at the
rear of the Ampex ES-IOO reproducing electronics tray). Power only is connected to the PS
connector which is plugged into the iS input to the ES-I® reproducing electronics tray. Pre-
amp lifier outputs only are coupled to the P2 connector which is connected to the frequency
divider input.

Wiring details are provided in the following table.
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Interconnections

Pin of P2 Signal description Wire details
Pin of P6 or

Pin of PS

A P2- I I - Hi W I - I — White
E P2-2 I- - - Lo W I - I — -Black
N P2-14 l -—Shd W I - I — S h i e l d
K P2-I S 2- -Hi W I -2 — White
P P2-16 2 — b  Wl-2  - - Black

CC P2-3 2 -  Shd W l - 2 - -Shield
C P2-4 - - - Hi WI -3—Whi te
H P2-S 3 — Lo WI -3—-B lack
T P2-17 3— Shd Wl-3— Shie ld
M P2-18 4—Hi Wl-4---White
5 P2-19 4- —b W 1-4 —Black

AA P2-6 4—Shd W1-4-- Shield
B P2-7 5—Hi W1-5 -— White
F P2-8 5—Lo Wl-5 ---Black
W P2-20 5—Shd WI-S—Shield
L P2-2 1 6—Hi W l-6—White
R P2-22 6—Lo Wl-6—B lack

BB P2-9 6—- Shd Wl-6—Shie ld
D P2- JO 7--- Hi WI-7 -—- White
J P2-I I 7—-b WI -7—B lack

DD P2-23 7—Shd WI-7 ---Shield
U P5-U I 2 V D C  W2
X PS-X COM W2
Y P5-Y —12 DC W2

(iv) Cable LLS (terminated at one end with a P7 connector and at the other with a P8
connector)

Cables of this type are used as extensions for those wired to the headsets. Wiring details are
provided in the following table.

Interconnections
Si gnal description Wire details

Pin of P9 Pin ofP lO

Earphone— in W3—Green
5 5 M outhp iece—i n W3 -—White
6 6 Earpho ne—out W3—Red
9 9 Mouthpiece—out W3—B lue

(b)  Patch Cables
Cables of various lengths incorporating P3, P4 or P9 connectors have been manufactured.

These cables are required for:
(i) coupling from FM reproducing amp lifiers to the line driver:

( i i )  coupling from FM recording amp lifiers to the line driver ,
( i i i)  coup ling from the line receiver to FM recording amplifiers :
(iv) coup ling from the frequency divider to FM recording amplifiers :  and
(v) other app lications.
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